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The CAPTURE of
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Capture is complete in the capacity of the business leadership to control the
government agenda, priorities and resources alike

By
Robert Monks

1. American corporations today are like the
great European monarchies of yore: They
have the power to control the rules under
which they function and to direct the allocation of public resources. This is not a
prediction of what’s to come; this is a simple statement of the present state of
affairs. Corporations have effectively
captured the United States: its judiciary, its political system, and its national
wealth, without assuming any of the
responsibilities of dominion. Evidence
is everywhere.
Capture starts with language.
Corporations are creatures of statute
and so key concepts of governance
have been accorded textured legal
meaning by legislatures and courts.
In order to understand the critical
difference between the common usage of such words and their effective
meaning in the context of corporate
governance, we can do no better than
to consider the elegant twenty year old
description of “shareholder consent”
by Melvin Aron Eisenberg:
“...(U)nder current law and practice, shareholder consent to rules
proposed by top management in publicly held corporations may be either
nominal, tainted by a conflict of interest, coerced or impoverished....Under

prevailing conditions, however, the limits
on the meaningfulness of shareholder consent are so substantial that allowing those
rules to be determined or materially varied
by top managers with shareholder approval
often would be functionally equivalent to
allowing those rules to be unilaterally determined or materially varied by top managers.”1 How did this happen? How did the
plain meaning of words become distorted
when applied in a corporate governance
context?
I have elsewhere published (on my web
site http://www/ragm.com ) what I call a

M.A. Eisenberg, “The Structure of Corporation Law”, 89
Columbia Law Review 1461, 1474, 1480. (1989)
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“disinformation glossary” which is a start
in cataloguing the “reality gap” of modern
corporate governance terminology. For example, using the word “elect” to describe
the process by which directors assume their
positions is at best misleading and to characterize directors created through a self
perpetuating process as “independent” is
grotesque. This muddle of language and
legal meaning has not arisen carelessly; it
is part of a sustained sophisticated and expensive strategy. The strategy has been to
confront at every level – government, public relations, academic, regulatory – efforts
to make shareholder stewardship meaningful. The battle has been fought through
campaign finance, lobbyists, litigation,
donations to non profit “experts”,
co-optation of shareholder organizations, domination of the regulatory
and enforcement process of government at all levels. It has been, alas,
quite successful.
2. We can experience capture in
tracing the struggle over corporate
governance proposals in the traditional “sausage factory” of legislative
deliberation of the Dodd Frank bill.
The precise elements of the notional
corporate governance system have
been debated at length informed by
belief that we have not succeeded
in achieving the desired balance of
powers. There were two sides: one
was continually uncomfortable with
the lack of accountability of the principal executives, the other – predictably – approved of the present situation and therefore opposed change.
Governance failure was universally
adduced as one the principal causes
of the Financial Crisis, so there was
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nual Shareholder approval of Executive
great anticipation of “real reform”. 2 In
Compensation. Sounds good, but what is
the governmental response to the Finandelivered – a vote that is not binding. In
cial Crisis, the opponents of change won.
other words an ignorable expression of
Let’s consider a June 2010 vignette featuropinion by ownership. (ii) Shareholder Ining Senator Charles Schumer (D. N.Y.), the
put in Board Elections – no federal law is
author of a modest suite of reforms, speakproposed. What is proposed is authority for
ing before the Conference Committee in
the Securities and Exchange Commission
opposition to a “killer” amendment on the
to establish rules – the result is a predictable
“shareholder access” provision introduced
court challenge of SEC rules, and so long
by his colleague, the Chairman, Senator
as the D.C. Circuit Court retains its present
Chris Dodd (D.,Conn.). The always arcomposition, predictable rejection. Assume
ticulate Schumer has just finished explaining how the Dodd amendment will
destroy his proposal for enabling a
scintilla of shareholder involvement
in the nomination of directors; Dodd
uses the power of the chair, does not
respond, and asks for the “ayes” and
“nays”. When the “nays have it”, he
asks if Schumer wants a formal vote.
Of course, he wants a vote until he
turns around and perceives that he
has no – 0 – support and says “I can
count, just record me no”.
Make no mistake about what
this means from an historical point
of view. The business community
managed to dominate a Democratic
Congress and a Democratic President to the point of defeating largely
symbolic reforms. Both political parties have been captured. As former
SEC Chairman Arthur Levitt put it:
“The bill, already weakened by dealmaking as it emerged from the Senate, has been bled dry of nearly every
meaningful protection of investors….
the Senate passed a proxy access rule
that is comically useless.” Comithat some kind of rule emanates
cally useless – that is the valedic===
===
some day from the SEC, who
tory of corporate governance
would be so reckless as to enter
after Dodd Frank and capture –
The business
this tangled maze. As a “kamikathat describes the relationship becommunity
ze” survivor of a directorial camtween business and government
managed to
paign opposed by management
that would regulate it.
dominate a
at Sears Roebuck in 1992, I can
Lets step back briefly to conDemocratic
respond at length to any quessider the elements in Senator
Congress and
tions about the institutional hurSchumer’s celebrated “Sharea Democratic
dles to any prospect of success.
holder Bill of Rights Act of
President
(iii) “Independence” of direc2009”, the origin of his proposal
to the point
tors is redefined. Even the most
to Dodd Frank a year later. (i)Anof defeating
largely symbolic fastidious of legal draftspersons
must have noted the increasing
reforms
Rham Emmanuel famously put it: “It would be
miscorrelation between sophistia shame to waste such a good crisis.”
===
===
cated definitions and any practi-
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cal impact. (iv) Directors in uncontested
elections need be elected by a majority of
votes cast as to each nominee. Could you
imagine that such a vapid expression could
generate huge controversy? Who, in their
right mind, is going to spend the millions
of dollars to persuade shareholders to withhold votes from one or more candidates? It
has actually happened – Stanley Gold and
the late Roy Disney spent tens of millions
of dollars failing to persuade a majority to
withhold votes from Michael Eisner. Aside
from the anecdotal hatreds of the infinitely rich, will this right avail anyone of anything useful?
It is sad to recount that in the
spring of 2010, Sen. Charles Schumer
proposed this shareholder reform
package as part of Dodd Frank. It
was a very slender proposal. And as
Dodd-Frank made its way through the
machinations of late spring and early
summer, the Business Roundtable and
the Chamber of Commerce interjected themselves and persuaded the administration that substantial parts of
the Schumer bill had to be eliminated.
Valarie Jarrett from The White House
relayed their message that the bill
could not contain both a requirement
for a majority vote in electing directors
and a proposal to allow shareholders
to nominate directors under certain
circumstances. So sponsors of reform
decided to keep shareholder access,
and in the course of this legislative
process the conference committee met
and – as we have earlier described –
the leading Democrat, Democrat,
proposes that the right to nominate directors
be limited to the individual or institutional
holders of five percent of the stock of the
company. And Schumer turned to him and
looked in horror, as if to say, “Don’t you
know, there’s no such thing as a five percent
holder of the top 200 companies.”
So here, after the judiciary had put a stake
in the heart of corporate governance in early
2010 (Citizens United), the legislature and the
executive branch, in the deliberations that led
to the enactment of Dodd Frank, finished
the process. Rather than making progress by
having new rights, the extent of the effective
opposition to meaningful reform – capture
- had never been so decisive. The proposal

a reality check and a bit of perfor allowing shareholder access to
===
===
sonal information:
the ballot was passed as part of
Are the Business Roundtable
the final bill. It wasn’t passed as
There has been
and the U.S. Chamber of Coma federal law but as specific emnot a single
merce really calling for new fedpowerment of the Securities and
allegation
of
eral regulation? Is the cobra askExchange Commission to propose
proxy advisory
ing for a subsidy for mongoose
regulations giving shareholders acfirms either
breeders? There must be several
cess to the proxy, and it did exactly
accepting bribes typos in this press release! How
that. Last summer the U.S. Court
or of acting in
has a single consulting firm risen
of Appeals for D.C. ruled that the
bad faith
to the dignity of being the focus of
SEC’s proposed regulations are
===
===
hostile attention from the agents
invalid, because the Commission
of capture? I must disclose that I
had failed to satisfy cost / benwas the founder of ISS, the “moefit requirements. What ever hapnopoly” proxy firm, which is the subject of
pened to that hoary notion of administrative
all this brouhaha. I don’t know whether to
law that courts should give deference to the
laugh or to cry when I reflect that it took two
expertise of administrative agencies? Where
years to get a client whom I had not gone
should balance of proof lie? At the end of the
to school with and five years to break even.
day, virtually all the peregrinations of DoddMy son disposed of our entire interest about
Frank relating to corporate governance came
four years ago, so I can approach the subject
to naught, save an annual requirement for a
with economic independence. I do retain
shareholder precatory vote, known colloquipassionate intellectual convictions about the
ally as Say on Pay. One wonders whether this
utility and integrity of “my baby”. Proxy adis an accident, or are there really very clever
visory firms – ISS, Glass Lewis – have the
people directing policy?
distinction of being the only category of
professional service providers, including law3. Since the passage of Dodd-Frank, in
yers and accountants, not to have been subthe summer of 2010, there has been a
orned by corporate management. There has
constant drumbeat from representatives of
been not a single allegation of proxy advisothe corporate community, particularly the
ry firms either accepting bribes or of acting
Business Roundtable and the U.S. Chamin bad faith. So there is no back ground of
ber of Commerce, regarding the need for
abuse. Their “crime” is that they represent
an increased level of regulatory oversight
a threat to the autocracy of the CEO and
focused on proxy advisory firms. For exincumbent boards through advice to shareample, U.S. Chamber of Commerce’s
holders in voting on the particular matters,
Center for Capital Markets Competitiveapproved by the SEC, on the proxy for the
ness through Tom Quaadman, the center’s
Annual Meeting. There is no compulsion –
vice president (2010): “The center “believes
legal or implicit - on shareholders to employ
that proxy advisers may fail to reliably repthe services of proxy advisors firms. This is a
resent the investors they purport to serve”
business like others; a party purchases a serby, among other reasons, contending they
vice if it is valuable to him and for no other
have an apparent “decision and policy
reason. If he finds defects in the product, he
development process that is arbitrary and
will doubtless not buy it again.
capricious” and “economic incentives (that)
Consider Carefully – what is the scope
drive one-size-fits all policy which will not
of activity of proxy advisory firms: They
produce better informed investors or mangive advice as to issues presented on comaged companies.” The Business Roundtapany proxy statements. They have no auble issued a press release (12/11/10): “In
thority to raise issues on their own; they can
any event it is critical that the SEC update
only advise on issues raised by others. Proxy
its rules to promote greater efficiency and
advisors have no power to vote, except as
transparency in the proxy voting system
expressly authorized by the legal owners.
and enhance the accuracy and integrity
What does ISS do? It provides information.
of the shareholder vote, including regulaTo whom does it sell this information?– a
tion of proxy advisory firms.” (emphasis
cadre of largely sophisticated investors. Is
added). At this point, we need to pause for
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anybody obligated to buy it – in the sense
that Moody and S&P’s customers are
“mandated” – No. What is the justification
for governmental involvement? ISS has no
influence over what subjects shareholders
present; ISS has no influence on the varying policies of the SEC in interpreting 14(a)
(8) of the Exchange Act which is the final
factor in determining precisely what issues
will be included on the company’s proxy
statement. ISS certainly is not “soliciting”
proxies in the common sense meaning of
those words; they have no stake, no interest,
no contingency in how their customer uses
the information they provide. Does it make
sense for the SEC to extend its authority
in this direction? In its Concept Release
( 7/22/10) the Commission becomingly
summarizes: “ (Federal Register/Vol 75.No
140 p 43009) “[B]ecause of the breadth of
the definition of ‘solicitation’, proxy advisory firms may be subject to our proxy rules
because they provide recommendations
that are reasonably calculated to result in
the procurement, withholding or revocation of a proxy.” (emphasis added) Beyond
this, the Commission adopted Exchange
Act Rule 14a-2(b)(3) to exempt the furnishing of proxy voting advice from filing requirements, provided certain requirements
– not germane to this paper – are met.
What’s the problem? The real problem
is the failure of the customer of the proxy
advisory service to fulfill its fiduciary obligations. The ultimate responsibility to take
all steps necessary to preserve the value of
trust assets (including the proxy) rests on the
legal owner. Even in cases where the trustee-owner hires expert consultants, ultimate
responsibility lies at his door to make final
determination as to the appropriateness of
the advice he receives. 3 Shareholder Communications Coalition (SCC of the ”Coalition”) wrote to the Commission: “The SEC
and the Labor Department should consider
establishing a more robust due diligence
process of institutional investors, so that the
proxy voting enjoys a more important role in
the investment process and within the fiduciary responsibilities of these investors.” 4 Why
then is there this persistent effort to hobble the
Proxy Advisors? Why not regulate those par3
For ERISA fiduciaries, this is spelled out in an obscure document known as the “Monks letter”.
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ties legally obligated to vote ?
The Coalition presumes SEC involvement and suggests a regulatory precedent: “As
the SEC develops a regulatory framework for
proxy advisory firms, one possible avenue for
guidance is the current evolving regulation of
credit rating agencies, also called NRSROs.
A review of the SEC and staff actions with
regard to NRSROs during the past years
shows that there are numerous and significant
analogies with regard to problematic
practices and regulatory improvements
that should be considered for proxy advisory services”5. It must be clear – at
least to anyone who has tried to build
a business that there is all the difference in the world between trying to sell
to a customer who knows nothing of
your product and a customer who is
legally obligated [This is the situation
with respect to many of the NRSRO
customers.]to buy it. Why do otherwise
intelligent people persist in pushing
such a perverse argument? “In a sign
of the firepower being ranged in the
US against the proxy firms, a group
called The Shareholder Communications Coalition, which represents Business Roundtable, an A-Z of US corporate chief executives with nearly $6
trillion in annual revenues, said SEC
rules giving shareholders a voting [sic]
on executive pay had made it “even
more imperative” that the SEC move
to regulate.” 6 Has anyone thought
about the SEC’s backlog in publishing
regulations mandated by Dodd Frank;
has any one thought about the Commission’s priorities; has anyone evaluated the
relative urgency of this among other proposals? It’s all about money. Since Watergate, our
national culture has relentlessly confirmed
that many questions can be answered most
conclusively by “following the money”.
Here is the background:
ISS recommended a no vote at approximately 300 companies, or about 12.5 percent of
the Russell 3000 companies in the sampled
universe. Although harder to track, Glass
SCC Letter to SEC, October 20, 2010 at p 31
SCC letter to Mary Schapiro, January 17, 2012
6
Hugh Wheelan, Responsible Investor, Major US corporate
lobby groups tells SEC to regulate proxy firms as investment advisors, January 26, 2012
4
5

Lewis seems to have recommended a negative vote at a somewhat higher percentage of
companies, reportedly as high as 17 percent.
Importantly, the difference between receiving
a favorable recommendation from ISS and
an unfavorable one, on average, was a swing
of approximately 25 percent of all votes cast.
Glass Lewis’ recommendations seemed to
produce about an additional 5 percent swing
in votes cast.

A second relevant key statistic is that companies receiving a negative proxy advisory recommendation from ISS averaged less than a 70
percent positive shareholder vote, compared to
those receiving positive proxy advisory recommendations, which routinely scored 90 percent
or higher positive shareholder votes.
The importance of the below 70 percent
average positive vote where ISS has issued
a negative say-on-pay recommendation becomes startlingly clear when set against ISS’
almost certain voting policies for 2012. As is its
custom, ISS has polled the jury of corporate
governance opinion and is on the verge of concluding that a less than 70 percent “yes” vote is
sufficiently indicative of investors’ lack of confidence in a company’s pay practices to require
CorporateGovernanCeasia 42 april-June 2013

corrective action by the company. Failing corrective action, the ISS policy in 2012 would be
to recommend a withhold vote for directors on
the Board’s compensation committee and/or
an automatic recommendation to vote “no” at
the next annual say-on-pay vote.7 And so, our
tale comes to a predictable pause – the problem is that ISS has acquired the appearance
of power with respect to top executives’ pay.
Protecting the absolute power of CEOs to set
their own pay is what the coalition is all
about.8 This is the heart of capture.
4. We have learned that business
leadership has acquired and exercises
control over the government agenda
as it relates to corporate governance.
When the legislature proposes offensive measures, they are stopped
in committee; when the legislature
enacts offensive measures they are
diluted from unequivocal laws to
empowering agencies to propose
regulations; when the agencies issue
regulations they are rejected by appropriate courts. The example of
proxy advisors illumines that business leadership’s involvement is not
confined to reacting to undesirable
initiatives. When any evidence of effective counter power is evident, business leadership trenchantly moves to
have it eradicated or diluted by using its power to compel government
agencies to promulgate crippling regulation. Capture is complete in the
capacity of the business leadership to
control the government agenda, priorities and resources alike. n
Speech by Robert Monks - Corporate Governance - San Diego
Law School February 16, 2012
Robert A.G. Monks, author of Citizens DisUnited: Passive Investors, Drone CEOs, and the Corporate Capture of the
American Dream and eight other books, is a pioneering
shareholder activist and corporate governance adviser. He has written widely about shareholder rights &
responsibility, corporate impact on society and global
corporate issues. Visit http://www.ragm.com, and follow the author on Facebook and Twitter.
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Learning the Tao in
Corporate Governance
Welcome back readers. This quarter we have Professor Gregg Li taking us to the next level of Tao,
into Control, or understanding what must be control and what are better to be left alone.

By
Professor
Gregg Li

PART TWO

Key Lessons in Control
The second part of this workbook is
about control, or learning to appreciate
how to install, establish, or recognize just
the right amount of control. I call this my
brushstrokes exercises. We shall touch on
Critical Control Components (CCCs).
We shall also explore risk management
and how that is used to manage or control
within a set of parameters, in delivering a
range of pre-agreed outputs and outcome.
Risk management anchors good governance and good governance drives both
performance and conformance. A great
firm learns to make mistakes.
Control comes in many forms. For any
firm to succeed, it must have control over
the core business of the firm. Accounting
and internal approval levels are one form
of control. Job descriptions and performance reviews are another form of control. Culture and boundaries are also forms
of control. These standard forms will not
be discussed in depth here, as they would
have been covered extensively in workbooks designed for writing job descriptions
and conducting performance reviews.
Being in compliance with certain standards like ISO 9001 or ISO 31000 is one

manner in which controls are imposed.
control, it begins to lose sensitivity to any
Many boards are instituting new control
changes in the market from which performeasures through policies and standard
mance and revenue are based and begins to
operating procedures onto management so
take on the form of a small government, althat deviations from standards or benchways looking for reasons for its own survival
marks would be noted at the board level.
and continuing to find resources to fund
Compliance is also one of the easiest to
that existence. Firms must be adaptive to
understand as a form of control.
changes, and through adaptation animals
Installing a new system of risk manand firms like will be able to survive.
agement requires a new set of thinking on
how risks are to be perceived, identified,
How can we become more sensitive
tracked, monitored, removed or transto knowing when to cut back on too
ferred. In enhancing control, boards today
much control?
are applying ERM. It is increasingly being
We’ve been at the topic of corporate
used as an additional layer of control. We
governance (CG) for the last twenty years,
shall touch briefly on the mechanics of usand since day one, each of us has tried to
ing risk management as a form and process
find the real value in this argument that CG
of control.
is indeed good for every organiFinally, culture is one of the
zation. Twenty years have come
===
===
strongest sets of control practices
and gone and from Lehman to
Many foreign
and is a highly effective tool used
Satyam we are reminded of the
firms have
by seasoned artists as a form of
need for stronger governance.
begun their
control. But culture is difficult to
Now the question becomes how
painful process
grasp and measure; hence, difmuch more can we take? Maybe
of delisting
ficult to apply. We shall use exmore control for Lehman and
in 2008 and
amples to highlight the power of
the likes but not for the rest of
2009 from US
culture. A good CEO is in fact a
us. US has some of the toughexchanges
cultural master.
est governance practices in the
because the
world and yet we have Citibank
compliance
over-paying their chief execuLesson 4:
from Sarbanestive in 2010, we have a near colBacking away from too
Oxley has
lapse of AIG and of course, the
much Control
simply become
shock waves that brought about
Compliance is a necessary but not
too onerous
the Global Financial Crisis of
a sufficient condition for good gov2009 and 2010. Many foreign
ernance. But compliance and con===
===
firms have begun their painful
trol is indeed absolutely necessary.
process of delisting in 2008 and
Without adequate control a firm’s
2009 from US exchanges because the combusiness will be uncoordinated, inconsistent,
pliance from Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) has
and hardly able to consistently provide sersimply become too onerous.
vices and products across the vast arrays of
The only understanding of sufficiency
interconnected networks of people, processin CG at this stage appears that whatever
es, supplies, and information.
control and compliance practices that
On the other hand, with too much
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er sold their holdings to Mr. Li Ka Shing,
were in place, somehow they were simply
who owns this trading hong and who is
wrong or inadequate, or both. In the US
now one of the richest men in the world.
here’s been more calling for separation of
Mr. Li’s Hutchison Whampoa gave him
the role of CEO and Chairman, putting a
the platform he needed to expand into becap on the pay of CEO, and putting more
coming one of today’s global corporations.
independent directors on the board. But
We didn’t call it a lack of CG back then.
companies continue to collapse, as they
When a well-controlled company is taken
should, given death and taxes are probably
over, caused by a variety of reasons and
the only certainty in life these days.
most likely from mis-governance, we attriCorporate governance is a means to
bute those to a combination of reasons and
extend the viability of an organization. It
a lack of compliance to some standards is
does not give it ever-lasting life. Control,
hardly the first reason.
is, a means to which corporate governance
Total control is a total illusion in a
can be made real; and must be adjusted
world of complexity and global competifrom time to time so that the life of the
tion. Please bear this in mind. All Boards
company can be extended. But too much
want control but corporate governance
control, particularly those that do not at
is not just about control, but key controls
the end serve the company’s mission or
(and access and responsiveness with key
business model, and reflect the needs or
controls.) Simply introducing a higher dewhims of the market whom we are trying
gree of control or implementing best practo serve, only complicates matter and gives
tices will not be effective if it is not done
an illusion of control.
with an understanding and a balance of
How much to cut back? It all dethe essence of value, sustainable value, in
pends and no one should be able to find
the context of a complex and
certainty. Cut back all the nonchanging landscape filled with
essentials but maintain a strong
===
===
risks and opportunities. Take an
and robust structure for misA good
example where a Chair signs all
sion-critical elements that prochairman
the outgoing remittances and
vide the needed checks and balknows instantly checks of a million-dollar opances. Watch the firm flexes and
what are the
erational company, spending
stretches as control reins are
“critical”
nearly a morning a week on this
cut. The only way to become
controls that
matter (this happens quite often
sensitive or to raise the sensimust be in
with NGOs). Is there real control
tivity levels to these flexes and
place, as these
or an illusion of control? Would
stretches is to be at the edge and
are reflected
this have been done more cost efallow a bit of chaos and pain to
in his or her
fectively and efficiently by others
co-exist. Start taking operationKPIs and KRIs.
such as a CEO, a Finance Direcal risks that you can manage. Be
Capturing these
tor, aided by a financial analyst?
more observant of market risks
two sets of
Would such a Chair have the
that you cannot manage. And
measurements
know-how or the information
be sure to have your Emergenis the first step
needed to approve such spending
cy and Crisis Response Team
anyway; if any such information
standing by just in case.
===
===
could be made available, couldn’t
Where’s the value indeed in
someone else be able to make this
having more compliance and
call, allowing the Chair more time to conhow would more compliance maintain
duct higher level monitoring work?
a firm’s value that is based more on how
The art really then is how to impose
well it can adapt and capture changes in
the right amount of control, with simple,
the market?
well-communicated systems and processes,
Decades ago few boards have heard of
balanced thought leadership, and a resolve
CG. When over expansion of Hutchison
to get things done. Trade-offs are ineviWhampoa, a British conglomerate at the
table and the board must understand such
time, brought it to near collapse in Hong
trade-offs, because someday it may need to
Kong, the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank
use these credits. A good chairman knows
(HSBC) underwrote the company and lat-
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instantly what are the “critical” controls
that must be in place, as these are reflected
in his or her KPIs and KRIs (Key Performance Indicators and Key Risk Indicators). Capturing these two sets of measurements is the first step.
Compliance and control is indeed necessary, but only to the extent that they are
needed to bring about sustainable performance. What are needed should be critical
controls only, and the board should know
how to define and understand the few options it has to put the system back in control. Brakes are necessary on a car, and they
are there only to balance the need to slow
down while going forward. Brakes allow
a car to go faster. If the car wasn’t going
forward in the first place, brakes serve no
purpose. Knowing where the brakes are,
knowing how to apply them, and knowing
when to use the gears to downshift and not
rely on the brakes alone, make the chairman a great driver.
So, for every new control measure to
be installed do recognize the need to see
how that control can be later removed or
be adapted to changes in the environment.
We shall come to the issue of critical
control system in the next lesson.
Chairman’s Questions on Control
1. If you were to take away one type
of control measures, what would that be?
[Remember, controls should be reassessed
from time to time, and put in context to the
broader environment.]
2. Of the many compliance issues that
you are aware of, which of those are not in
compliance? Can you list them?
3. For those practices that you know
your firm cannot be in compliance with,
your board must know the reasons. Can
you cite these reasons? In what ways would
you agree or not agree with your board of
directors?
4. Many organizations are ridding
themselves of SOX; while some in China
are embracing them with full vigor. What
is your position for your company?
5. Of all the compliance issues, which
would you want more of ? Would your
CFO or CRO (Chief Risk Officer) be in
agreement? [Compliance and control can
be seen as a trade-off against flexibility and
efficiency.] n

What Directors Think
Helping Asian companies stay on track with Anti-Corruption Legislation

The annual What Directors Think survey,
sponsored by Spencer Stuart and Corporate
Board Member, reveals a need to anticipate
a host of issues, both internal – such as
board effectiveness and thorough succession planning – and external – including
cyber risk and social media. Interestingly,
respondents indicated overwhelmingly
that they feel well-prepared to take on the
coming challenges.
Among the findings:
• Board effectiveness. Oversight responsibilities have multiplied over the
past decade, giving rise to the potential
for knowledge gaps in crucial areas.
Nevertheless, 88% of directors feel
their board has the right experience
and talent to move the company to the
next level.
• Succession planning. Broaching the
topic of what to do about a vacancy
at the top is a sensitive subject, but
boards have increasingly taken steps to
prepare for the worst. 89% of directors say they feel comfortable having
an open discussion about the company’s CEO succession plan.
• Cyber risk. The liabilities incurred

by computer crime grow larger the
more you learn. 73% of those surveyed
describe the possibility of a breach as
moderate to high, yet only 37% would
place cyber security on the agenda at
their next meeting.
• Shareholder communication. Among
the changes brought about by the DoddFrank Act are increased requirements
to seek shareholder input on executive
compensation. As a result, shareholders
feel more empowered to demand board
feedback on a host of other issues, and
there is no consensus on the best way to
facilitate that conversation. 52% agree
that selecting a group of directors to
meet with shareholders is an appropriate response to a request for a meeting
with the board.
• Political contributions. Engaging in
the political process is a double-edged
sword for companies, who walk a line
between gaining valuable leverage on
key issues and alienating large groups of
consumers and vendors by associating
with controversial topics. Feelings on
participation are decidedly split; 53%
said political contributions are a justifiable business decision.
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• Social media. If directors know anything about social media, it is that they
do not know enough. While it has proven to be a valuable tool to some, there
remain significant perils, from regulatory violations to increased exposure to
bad publicity. 55% of respondents describe the information they receive on
social media risk as “adequate,” 39%
call it “mediocre” while only 1% think
their information is “excellent.” n
Highlights from the annual What Directors Think
survey originally published by Corporate Board Member in
March 2013. For the full survey results, visit http://content.spencerstuart.com/sswebsite/pdf/lib/What-DirectorsThink_08Mar2013.pdf.
For more infor mation, please contact Alice Au at
AAu@spencerstuart.com.
About Spencer Stuart
Spencer Stuart is one of the world’s leading executive search
consulting firms. Privately held since 1956, Spencer Stuart
applies its extensive knowledge of industries, functions and
talent to advise select clients – ranging from major multinationals to emerging companies to nonprofit organizations – and
address their leadership requirements. Through 54 offices in
29 countries and a broad range of practice groups, Spencer
Stuart consultants focus on senior-level executive search, board
director appointments, succession planning and in-depth senior
executive management assessments. For more information on
Spencer Stuart, please visit www.SpencerStuart.com.
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Great Expectations
How the cultural shift toward deeper diversity can succeed

Michel Deschapelles

In today’s broader understanding, true
diversity is a diversity of perspective,
and inclusion is what puts diverse perspectives to work in everything from
making better decisions to tapping into
diverse markets to fostering innovation.
Yet despite the almost universal acceptance of the business case, even extremely well-intentioned companies often run
into great difficulty when it comes to
walking the talk. In what follows, the authors explore the obstacles that stand in
the way of progress and they offer some
proven principles and practices that can
help make genuine diversity and inclusion not just a professed value but an operational reality.

I

n the famous Oak School experiment
conducted in the 1960s, psychologists led
a group of teachers to believe that certain students were likely to be showing signs
of a spurt in intellectual growth and development. In fact, the students had been selected
at random, but at the end of the school year
they showed greater gains in IQ than did
those in the control group. The experiment is
the classic demonstration of the self-fulfilling
prophecy – that what we expect of other people is what we will get.
Also known as the “Pygmalion Effect,”
after the George Bernard Shaw play in which
a poor flower girl is transformed into a lady
through the expectations of Professor Henry
Higgins, it cuts both ways. People of whom

Laurence Monnery

Edwin Smelt

less is expected perform worse than they
might have otherwise. The phenomenon was
later documented in management by Dov
Eden in Pygmalion in Management, and
a variant of it, called “priming,” was given
wide currency by Malcolm Gladwell’s Blink.
But under whatever name, the phenomenon suggests the potentially disastrous effects of prejudgments, which are often the
main obstacles to diversity. And, in a wider
sense, it certainly applies to the concept of
diversity itself: expect little from diversity
and that is what you are likely to get – a
numbers game aimed largely at compliance,
not high performance.
Leading companies now have much
higher expectations. They understand that
diversity, by itself, is not enough. It must be
accompanied by inclusion – integrating diverse colleagues not only into formal organizational processes but also informal processes
and social relationships at work. That doesn’t
mean turning them into clones of members
of the predominant group. In fact, somewhat
paradoxically, it means including the person’s
difference and putting it to work, not erasing
it. It means respecting difference and expecting it to count.
“Difference” can encompass not only
the familiar demographic categories but any
characteristic that the dominant group in a
particular context might consider “other.”
That dominant group could be the usual suspects – white males seemingly partial to people who look just like them – or it could be an
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engineering culture that was uncomfortable
with the ideas and business orientation of
people from customer-centric backgrounds.
In yet another organization, the issue might
be a dearth of people with a genuinely international outlook. In this broader understanding, true diversity is a diversity of perspective,
and inclusion is what puts these diverse perspectives to work.
As Paul Bulcke, CEO of Nestlé, said
in an interview (p. 4), “Our primary concern is not ensuring that the largest possible
number of nationalities is represented in
the Nestlé Group, but that different ways
of thinking and/or ethnic perspectives are
integrated and respected in all our decisionmaking processes.”
From making better decisions to tapping
into diverse markets to fostering innovation,
diversity and inclusion is not only a value, it
is also valuable. In a study of 180 publicly
traded companies in France, Germany, the
United Kingdom, and the United States over
the period 2008 to 2010, McKinsey & Company found that companies with more diverse
top teams were also top financial performers.
Companies ranking in the top quartile of
executive-board diversity achieved returns on
equity that were 53 percent higher, on average, than those of companies in the bottom
quartile. And the more diverse companies enjoyed margins on earnings before interest and
taxes that were 14 percent higher than those
of the least diverse companies.
Yet despite the almost universal accep-

tance of the business case today, even extremely well-intentioned companies often
run into great difficulty when it comes to
achieving diversity and inclusion in practice. They are finding that no matter how
much they talk the talk, walking the talk is
much harder.
The cost of failing to walk the talk can be
high. Externally, the company can get a reputation as inhospitable to diversity, damaging
the employer brand and making it more difficult to attract top talent. Internally, a lack
of inclusiveness can lower morale and lead
to high turnover, with all of its human and
operational costs.
The less diverse the organization, the
more likely it is to succumb to groupthink,
where everyone shares the same assumptions and the cohesiveness and unanimity of
the group override the will to consider other
courses of action. Groupthink thus not only
stifles innovation but increases the risk of
poor decision-making generally.
Consider the decision of the British East
India Company in 1856 to introduce the new
Enfield rifle for use by the company’s Indian
troops. To load it, the soldiers had to bite off
the ends of cartridges lubricated with grease
derived from the lard of pigs and cows, an
insult both to the Muslim troops, who regarded pigs as unclean, and to the Hindus, who
regarded cows as sacred. This was the final
indignity that sparked the Indian Rebellion
in 1857, which, in addition to the carnage on
both sides, resulted in the dissolution of the
company in the following year.
But even organizations that are diverse
can fall short if they fail to achieve inclusiveness. Diversity without inclusion, without
openness to the difference of others, without
realizing the power of other people’s point of
view and a genuine willingness to reconsider
one’s own viewpoint, can lead to significant
misunderstanding, conflicts and poor decision-making. Diversity and inclusion must go
hand in hand.
Lack of inclusiveness not only threatens
the viability of companies, it impoverishes
nations. In Why Nations Fail: The Origins
of Power, Prosperity, and Poverty, economists Daron Acemoglu and James Robinson
conclude that nations succeed economically
when their institutions are inclusive and pluralistic, creating incentives for everyone, not
just an elite, to work for a better future.

Making diversity and inclusion
an operational reality
Despite the strong incentives to succeed at
building diverse and inclusive organizations
and the clear dangers of failing to do so, walking the talk can be hard. Whether in hiring,
appraisal, succession planning, individual
development, high-potential programs, onboarding, or the many other critical inflection
points involving talent, the risk of reverting to
a mere numbers game remains.
In our work assisting companies with all
of those inflection points, we have found that
there are some proven principles and practices
that can help make genuine inclusion not just
a professed value but an operational reality:
Ensure commitment from the top. Any
initiative that doesn’t come with the full commitment of the top leadership is likely to wither on the vine. Diversity and inclusion is no
exception. One of the early adopters of the
broader understanding of diversity and inclusion was Lou Gerstner, the legendary former
CEO of IBM, whose approach to diversity
was documented in Harvard Business Review
by Harvard Business School Professor David
A. Thomas. Back in 1995, Gerstner made
diversity a market-based issue, incorporated
inclusiveness in the initiative, and had the
executive sponsors of each of the initiative’s
eight task forces report directly to him. And by
all accounts, Gerstner and his successor, Sam
Palmisano, modeled the behavior they were
insisting on throughout the company.
By 2004, wrote Thomas, IBM had increased its number of female executives
worldwide by 37 percent and its number of
U.S.-born ethnic minority executives by 23
percent. Further, more than half of the council of the top 52 executives who determine
corporate strategy were women, U.S.-born
ethnic minorities, or non-U.S. citizens. The
number of executives with disabilities had tripled and the number of self-identified LBGT
employees had increased by 733 percent. But
the real story was the initiative’s effect on the
company’s business: $300 million in revenue
by 2001 from partnering with vendors to supply largely minority- and female-owned small
businesses, a recommendation from the disabilities task force that was designed to generate a billion dollars in revenue over the course
of a decade, and hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenue from other diversity-based
market initiatives. As a result, IBM today, now
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led by CEO Virginia Rometty, looks dramatically different than it did in 1995.
The ability to handle diversity
is measurable
Assess executives specifically for their competency in inclusiveness. Based on experience working with senior management teams
across industries and on more than 25,000
management appraisals – including appraisals of CEOs, CFOs, COOs and CIOs – that
Egon Zehnder has conducted during the
past five years, we have found that the ability to handle diversity and inclusiveness is as
concrete and measurable as any of the more
familiar leadership competencies like strategic
orientation, change leadership, developing
organizational capability, and market knowledge. Beyond demonstrating a superior level
of team leadership and collaboration, which
should be systematically measured in these
traditional competencies, leadership also requires, we believe, a specific competency of
inclusiveness.
The model for inclusiveness provides a
baseline measurement of how leaders evaluated as “outstanding,” “good,” and “average”
score on the scale.
• Executives who score poorly on inclusiveness accept the validity of other cultures
and other points of view, but they do not
act on that understanding.
• Executives who score in the middle reaches
of the scale go beyond understanding to action. They get results working with diverse
colleagues; they seek out differing views and
try to anticipate how diverse colleagues and
groups will respond to their views, and as
managers they are able to make appropriate decisions tailored to the socio-cultural
circumstances in which they are operating.
• Executives who score in the upper reaches
of the scale understand the power of diversity both internally and in markets. They
behave proactively to put diversity to work
for the company, and they act as facilitators between different groups and cultures.
They are not only able to leverage diversity
but they are also able to educate others in
the organization about how to do so, and
their competency in inclusiveness is integrated with their other competencies.
As with any essential leadership competency, understanding inclusiveness and
the typical behaviors for each level of per-
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formance is valuable in three essential ways.
First, it provides an assessment tool for CEOs
and senior leaders who are looking to hire the
right executives for their top teams. Second,
it provides an additional and increasingly
important criterion that divisional and functional heads and other top leaders can use
in selecting, promoting and developing team
members. And third, it provides a personal
development roadmap that executives and
managers can use to improve their behavior
and performance on diversity and inclusion.
In defining a role and assessing someone
for it, take team effectiveness into account.
There are two aspects to any executive role –
the specifics of the job itself and the individual’s role as part of a management team. Too
often executives are assessed only in terms of
the former. But what they add as a member
of a leadership team in terms of diversity may
be as important as their individual skills as a
leader or as a functional expert.
We recommend starting by having the
organization proactively assess the power of
its management team’s diversity as a part
of a more wide-ranging Team Effectiveness
Review. We find that evaluating the team’s
strengths and weaknesses in the context of
diversity and inclusion can provide a clear
roadmap for existing teams to constantly improve their impact. It can help guide the composition of new or reorganized teams. And in
all cases, teams can target dysfunctions and
eliminate them, and identify strengths and
leverage them.
Don’t confuse short-term
promotability with potential
Assess for potential. In recruiting, succession
planning, inviting young talent to the high potential pool, and many other talent appraisals,
organizations too often base their judgments
solely on the individual’s experience and
past performance. Both of those criteria are
important, but they don’t necessarily predict
future behavior; and they confuse short-term
promotability with potential. Giving experience and performance undue weight is not
only a poor predictor of real potential, but it
can also particularly disadvantage individuals
who may have had unorthodox or simply different career paths or been denied opportunities to gain specific experience.
On the other hand, a lack of criteria
and a framework risks reverting to subjectiv-

ity, which highly favors “in-group” members.
It can be very difficult to recognize potential
in people very different from us. Providing
the organization with a robust framework for
assessing potential is therefore key. Beyond
experience, performance, and competencies,
the framework we have developed includes
specific drivers of potential like curiosity, engagement, and insight, as well as a thorough
understanding of each individual’s identity
and ambition.
Provide early feedback for new hires
Tailor onboarding. Inclusion depends on successful onboarding. Studies show that in the
onboarding of a newly hired executive the
first 90 days are critical. This is especially true
when the executive does not fit the dominant
profile of the organization. During the hiring
process, let candidates know that a careful
onboarding process has been designed to set
them up for success in their new surroundings.
Begin with a careful diagnostic of cultural differences new hires should expect between
the corporate culture they came from and
the one they are joining. Help them map the
key stakeholders within the organization and
work out how to best build new relationships
with them. Arrange non-threatening settings
in which they can ask without embarrassment very basic questions about how things
are done in the company and about expectations regarding performance. Our experience
shows that a trusted advisor outside the organization who knows it well can be a helpful
complement to an internal mentor. We have
also found that 360-degree ‘integration checkpoints,’ involving all key stakeholders, and
workshops designed to accelerate team integration can provide the rapid and early feedback that is critical for new hires and other
members of the organization to understand
and appreciate each other.
In the absence of a proven, comprehensive onboarding process, the new hire may
perform less than effectively during the first
months or year on the job, and we all know
how hard it can be to turn around a poor early impression. New hires who feel themselves
adrift, or facing an impenetrable culture, may
grow frustrated and depart. The company not
only loses its considerable investment in the
executive, but also the departed executive’s
area may lack direction until the position is
filled. Most importantly, the company misses
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out on the business benefits that might have
been generated by that executive and earns an
unwanted reputation as a place where inclusion is more illusion than reality.
Root out unconscious biases. Social psychologists tell us that deep-seated, largely unconscious biases prevent us from accurately
interpreting the behavior, character, motives,
and worth of people who differ from us.
These can lead to poor talent decisions in any
of the steps described above. These cognitive
biases lead, in turn, to biased behavior such as
micro-inequities – the tendency to give preferential treatment to others perceived to be
members of one’s group – or to the setting up
of formal and informal groups that exclude
people perceived to be different. Such behaviors undermine inclusion and lead those who
are excluded to feel that the organization is
merely paying lip-service to diversity.
In sum, when applied systematically and
consistently, these principles and practices
can go a long way toward creating a culture
in which diversity flourishes, inclusion includes everyone, and multiple viewpoints
multiply value.
See your leaders in full and in the round.
Recognize their obvious strengths but look also
for the great potential that lies in their differences. As with the Pygmalion effect, you will
get what you expect: expect little and that is
what you will get. Expect much more and you
will be greatly rewarded.
If diversity has become a well-recognized
plus, inclusion has become a must. Instead of
suffering from misunderstanding and distrust,
the organization becomes an incubator of fresh
ideas and new perspectives that can lead to
previously unrecognized opportunities in products, services, and markets. And it becomes an
environment in which better decisions – and
empowered employees – are the norm. n
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The CEO Today:
Sharing leadership at the top
Formal or informal shared leadership approaches may not be appropriate for every company

Anjali Bansal

N

ot very long ago, CEOs enjoyed
an elevated status in their organizations. Formality and structure
governed interactions between the CEO
and the broader management team, who
tended to focus on saying the right things
and avoiding mistakes when interacting
with the CEO. An image emerged of the
CEO as brilliant oracle, who was expected
to have all the answers. The success of the
business, then, was defined and constrained
by the knowledge and leadership capabilities of the CEO.
Whether or not this image was ever really or widely true, it is clear that the organizations CEOs oversee today are more complex and unwieldy. Businesses are operating
in an environment of sustained uncertainty
and intense competition, and face higher
expectations from employees, shareholders and other stakeholders. All of this has
many wondering whether new models or
approaches to CEO leadership are in order.
Consider the following:
• Global business requires companies to
operate amid unprecedented cultural and
market complexity. How can one person
possibly know, understand and deal with
all the nuances of this environment?
• The risk embedded in the global business is broad and varied, potentially encompassing political, economic, financial,

David S. Daniel
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currency, regulatory and reputational risk
and manifesting in different ways in different parts of the world. Is it possible or
desirable for a single person to be the sole
carrier and manager of that risk?
• The speed at which information flows,
both within and about organizations,
has increased exponentially. Markets are
more interconnected than ever, and some
stakeholders are more vocal about companies’ activities. As reputational threats
and external stakeholder relationships
demand more of the CEO’s time and attention, are there activities on which the
CEO should be spending less time?
The sheer size and reach of many businesses and the prevailing volatility of global
economies and financial markets make it
more difficult to predict the future — and
certainly more difficult for a single person to
have all the answers. “The world we live in
is volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous, and this is the new normal. Added to
that the transformational impact of technology, and you cannot really predict what you
need to do in the future on the basis of what
has happened in the past,” argues Harish
Manwani, nonexecutive chairman of HUL
(Hindustan Unilever Limited). “The new
context in which we operate is fundamentally defining the role of leadership and how
businesses will be managed in the future.”
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Recognizing the limits of traditional
management structures and styles to respond to these challenges, some CEOs are
embracing leadership models that spread responsibility and accountability for the business to a broader group of executives. What
we have seen emerge is a movement toward
“shared leadership” management models,
which we define as organizations that place
the CEO at the center of a circle rather than
atop a pyramid.
Drawing on observations from our client work and a series of conversations with
CEOs, managing directors and board chairmen from a diverse group of companies, we
explore in this article how CEO leadership is
being redefined in response to the challenges
of running a business in the current environment and consider how shared leadership is
being employed.
New leadership model for the
“new normal”?
Strict hierarchies and top-down communication have given way to flatter, more dispersed
and flexible organizations. Reporting lines
and organizational structures have less influence on how work gets done than in the past;
increasingly, work is being done across physical and organizational boundaries, as teams
of people come together for specific projects
and tasks, and then disassemble. Changes
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neering and construction projects – set on
in the availability and flow of information
exacting standards and specifications, tight
mean that CEOs no longer have complete
deadlines and commitments. Seaton is wellcontrol of knowledge about the business,
versed in the complexities of the business
pulling away some of the armor of invinciand industry Fluor serves and relies on a
bility that surrounded them in the past.
strong team to manage its business segments
In the current environment, some CEOs
– allowing him to focus on vision, strategy
see enormous value in shared leadership
and synergy.
models of management. Approaches vary,
“I’m a home-grown Fluor executive,”
from establishing a formal structure, such
said Seaton. “Leading Fluor’s oil and gas
as co-CEOs or an “office of the CEO,” to
group, the company’s largest, as well as othembracing a shared leadership mindset and
ers, gave me plenty of perspective on our
management culture. In these situations,
company and clients.” In recognizing the
traditional titles and organizational models
value of his Fluor experience, Seaton said,
remain, but executives have more authority
“I was fortunate. My career path led me to
and responsibility than in the past. Shared
this role.”
leadership approaches are most effective
While Seaton favors traditional leaderwhen the senior team is closely aligned
ship styles, he has adapted to his new role
around the company’s vision and values –
and admits that he has changed his style to
and individuals’ responsibility and authority
accommodate a variety of C-suite roles he
are well-defined.
has held. “I quickly realized that I needed
Shared leadership has been a powerto change my leadership style –
ful tool at Catalent Pharma Soand that was to rely on others
lutions for managing a complex
===
===
do their jobs and to share in the
organization and achieving agleadership of our company –
gressive growth and operational
People have
where
appropriate.”
targets, said CEO John Chiminto see you as
And,
in fact, we see shared
ski. Sharing decision-making and
someone that
leadership
as it is more comaccountability with the compathey are willing
monly
adopted
today less as an
ny’s top 150 executives also frees
to follow – as
organizational
structure and
Chiminski’s time to think about
someone who
more
as
a
mindset
and approach
the business in a much more strais capable of
to
management;
many
CEOs are
tegic way, he said. “My job is to
conducting the
evolving
their
leadership
styles to
be 12 to 18 months ahead of my
orchestra
break down the walls that traditeam at all times, and I couldn’t
===
===
tionally separated the chief execudo that if I didn’t have the team
tive from others in the company.
underneath me that could run
These CEOs are comfortable not
the business today.”
being the smartest person in the room on
Vinita Bali, managing director of Indian
every topic. They have the confidence to adfood producer Britannia Industries Limited,
mit not knowing the answer, to ask questions
likens the CEO in a shared leadership model
and, even when they think they know the
to an orchestra conductor. As business units
right answer, to get the input from the team
and functions get larger with more variables
to get to an even better answer.
to manage, the expertise required to run
Many CEOs are adopting a more colthem increases and the CEO cannot be a
laborative work style and increasingly leadmaster of all. “Each member of the orchesing through influence, Bali contends. “The
tra has a unique role to play, but they make
way you conduct yourself, the curiosity you
music only if they are playing in harmony –
exhibit and other personal behavior traits
or are in alignment, to use a business term,”
become very important to a CEO and a
said Bali. The CEO’s role, then, is to deterleader. Authenticity is important. People
mine how many players are needed, what
have to see you as someone that they are
role each has and how to align them behind
willing to follow – as someone who is capathe goals of the organization.
ble of conducting the orchestra.”
David T. Seaton, chairman and CEO
Employees and other key stakeholders
of Fluor Corporation, forged his leadership
are looking for authenticity in their leaders,
skills through execution of complex engi-
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agrees Manwani. “This is not about charismatic or exceptional leadership. It is firstly
about authentic leadership: the ability of
people in the organization to believe that
leaders are accessible, that they mean what
they say, and their actions are consistent with
this. They are not different people when they
stand on the podium, and that they are responsible to the larger good of the society in
which the business operates.”
Raising the bar for the executive team
A strong leadership team is both a requirement and a result of shared leadership, proponents argue. In markets where competition for experienced leaders is intense, the
most talented executives want to work for
companies where they have the opportunity
to build leadership capabilities. A shared
leadership approach that gives the senior
team broad responsibility for running the
business is a valuable tool for retention.
“I need a leadership team underneath
me who are the best at what they do, whether it be a function or business unit,” Chiminski says. “My job was to find the best people
for those positions, because it’s too complicated a company for the CEO to do it. If I
don’t have the best people, I have to jump in
and try to be the best for that role and I’m
not qualified for it. When you have the best
people in those roles, they then hire the best
teams underneath them.”
Not every executive is cut out for a
shared leadership environment. Not only
do the functional and business unit leaders
need to have deep expertise in their areas,
they need strong general leadership skills
and must be comfortable with the freedom
and responsibility that comes with shared
leadership. An environment that provides
the freedom to succeed and accountability
for performance can have a tremendous impact on a company, but the price of failure is
high, both for the company and for the individual. It requires a group of people who are
going to be leaders, who will take ownership
for doing what they need to do.
Companies that embrace shared leadership models will have to make sure they have
executives with the appropriate skills, which
may require careful thinking about the profiles of the senior leadership team and the
ways the company recruits and develops individuals for critical roles. At Britannia, for

nuances of the culture we nurture and the
values we subscribe to. Once our leaders absorb and align their behaviors to these, we
mandate them to perpetuate it in their operating areas and locations.”

example, the route to general manager positions includes assignments in two or three
different functional areas, so that potential
candidates gain an appreciation of how
work is done in different areas. Development
plans emphasize leadership behavior rather
than pure functional expertise, and new executives are evaluated on their ability to lead.
“The emphasis is on behavior: How do you
exhibit leadership? How do you deal with
your direct reports? How collaboratively do
you work? Do you provide leadership in the
area you are responsible for?” said Bali.
What only the CEO can do
Even when decision-making and
accountability are distributed, the
CEO still has a unique role in the
organization and has responsibilities that cannot be delegated.
CEOs need to have exceptional
business judgment to help their
teams frame problems accurately,
see issues from the relevant perspectives, and ultimately decide
on a course of action.
And, as Seaton and others
point out, companies still need a
respected leader. “Knowing when
to say yes and no, and being consistent in how it’s said, is an important trait – of the many – that
successful CEOs must have.”

Strategy
Another key responsibility of the CEO
is looking ahead to the opportunities and
threats facing the business and leading the
charge on strategy. “In short,” said Seaton,
“Vision and strategy cannot be delegated.
That’s where the CEO has to lead – to make
the hard choices and to take a stand and the
accountability that comes with it.”
The role of the CEO is to be
clear
about the company’s longer===
===
term goals and manage the busiCEOs who
ness’ reputation and character. It
adopt a
is key to build trust with the comleadership
munities in which the business
approach that
operates, Manwani said. “To my
imbues the top
mind, leadership has to be purteam with a
pose-driven and values-led: the
real sense of
ability to provide a sense of desownership of the tination in uncertain times – have
business have a
a point of view about the future –
powerful tool at
and, secondly, to drive a sense of
their disposal
purpose which protects the core
values and builds the reputation
===
===
of the organization.”

The organization’s values
and vision
In large, dispersed, global organizations,
a set of commonly shared values has to be
the glue that binds the company culture and
operations. Communicating and modeling
those values fall squarely into the CEO’s
domain, and that includes being clear about
what is non-negotiable and ensuring the
broader management team embraces the
company’s vision and values.
“It is essential that your top leadership
and management teams buy into the culture
of the organization that you are trying to
create because these organizations are now
getting too large and therefore growing beyond the capacity for any one person to be
able to drive it,” said Prashant Ruia, chief
executive of the Essar Group. “What we try
to do up-front is build total clarity around
our expectations. By practice, we exhibit the
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Building and engaging the team
Assembling a strong management team is
always the responsibility of the CEO, but
in a shared leadership model in which the
CEO is looking to delegate responsibilities
to a collective management team, the stakes
are even higher for getting the right people
in the right roles. The CEO has to have a
very visible role in people development and
succession planning.
At Catalent, Chiminski aligns the team
with a clear vision for the company and
detailed objectives for the business that cascade down throughout the organization. “I
have to have the right 150 people running
the company and engage them in a way that
they have ownership for the results. They
have to have a clear understanding of the vision for the company, what their role is and
what the expectations are, so my team and I
spend an incredible amount of time making
sure that we set goals and objectives for the
company,” he said. “When you don’t have a
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strategy, when you don’t have objectives and
when you don’t have an aligned team, the
CEO has to get involved in everything.”
The face of the company to
external stakeholders
The CEO has to be the No. 1 customer
advocate and the face of the company to
investors and other key stakeholders, particularly in situations where the company’s
values and image are at stake. In times of
crisis especially, employees and external audiences will look to the CEO to speak for the
company and be accountable for its actions.
“The company’s image, reputation, its
values and what it stands for – those cannot
be delegated. It is spiritual to the enterprise,”
Ruia said. “The CEO may trust and delegate these to his management teams but at
the end of the day, he is responsible. That’s
just the way it is.”
Conclusion
Formal or informal shared leadership approaches may not be appropriate for every
company. Factors such as the business model, company culture and the personality of
the CEO all figure into whether shared leadership is a good fit for a particular company.
In an increasingly complex, competitive and
uncertain world, however, CEOs who adopt
a leadership approach that imbues the top
team with a real sense of ownership of the
business have a powerful tool at their disposal. A leadership team that is fully engaged
and empowered to run the business can have
a dramatic effect on the performance of the
company – if they are deeply ingrained in
the vision and values of the business. n
Originally published in Point of View, a Spencer Stuart
publication. To read the entire issue, visit http://content.spencerstuart.com/sswebsite/pdf/lib/POV_2013_29May2013.
pdf. For more information, please contact Alice Au at AAu@
spencerstuart.com.
About Spencer Stuart
Spencer Stuart is one of the world’s leading executive search
consulting firms. Privately held since 1956, Spencer Stuart applies its extensive knowledge of industries, functions and talent
to advise select clients – ranging from major multinationals to
emerging companies to nonprofit organizations – and address their leadership requirements. Through 54 offices in 29
countries and a broad range of practice groups, Spencer Stuart
consultants focus on senior-level executive search, board director
appointments, succession planning and in-depth senior executive management assessments. For more information on Spencer
Stuart, please visit www.SpencerStuart.com.

2nd PhiliPPines international
CorPorate GovernanCe Forum 2013

Riding the Wave
of Sustainable Growth

october 24, 2013, marriott hotel, resorts World manila, Pasay City, Philippines
As President Benigno Aquino III nears the halfway mark of
his six-year term, his administration is becoming the subject
of a much greater scrutiny on what it has achieved so far. Is
the country much better off today than it was three years
ago? Is the administration delivering on its promises or is it
a tale of broken promises? Are we finally on the verge of
fulfilling our growth potential as a country with good economic fundamentals?
If one will read all the forecast about where the Philippine economy is heading, it is getting there. It is among the
emerging economies that are projected to become much more

prominent in the coming years – thanks to its favourable macroeconomic fundamentals and improving governance.
Indeed, many are betting for a better Philippines – literally
and figuratively speaking – the first of the four casinos slated
to operate at the country’s Entertainment City has just opened
it doors on what it promises to be a new gaming experience in
the region. The government is counting on these new casino
ventures to boost tourist traffic and will reduce the country’s
unemployment rate, which is among the highest in Asia. The
Philippines has what it takes to become a tiger economy – it is
just a matter of working together to achieve that common goal.

organizer
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Working for
Chinese Enterprises:
A Trend for Top Talent?
Competition for talent will continue, but if MNCs become more proactive,
they can put themselves in a winning position

ages, including a significant number of
pre-IPO stocks, which is another reason
that motivates multinational-trained executives to jump ship.
The lure of Chinese enterprises
Culture, as well as a sense of naOne of the major motivations for maktional pride and ownership, also plays a
ing the leap from an MNC to a Chinese
role in the shift to Chinese companies.
company is career advancement. Partic“Although I speak English well and unipants noted that working at the headderstand everything that is being talked
quarters presents greater opportunities
about at a management meeting in a
to influence the strategy and overall
multinational company,” said one exsuccess of the company than a regional
ecutive, “I still don’t get all
role that focuses on execution.
the nuances – I understand a
Many Chinese companies have
===
===
few, if any. But when I sit at
evolved to an advanced stage
Newly hired
the table with executives at a
in which they need senior-level
executives need
Chinese company, I get all the
talent with global perspective,
to gain the trust nuances and I feel at home culwhich opens the doors for seafrom the owner
turally.”
soned leaders to make a signifiquickly while
Both feeling and being at
cant impact.
maintaining a
home can also translate into
In addition, roles are not
solid working
better, smoother career adas narrowly defined at Chinese
relationship
vancement. According to one
companies as they might be
at MNCs. “At Chinese enter- with the current panelist, “At a foreign comteam.
pany, I would have to reloprises, there is an opportunity
cate to the U.S. or European
to move beyond a particular
===
===
HQ to take the next step. I
functional area, such as HR,”
have reached the ceiling here
said one leader. “I am now a
in China and can’t relocate because of
vice president responsible for a number
family reasons. However, at a Chinese
of areas, including HR. This would not
company, I am already based at the
be possible at a multinational company
HQ.”
in China.”
A general lack of “status quo” in the
The potential culture shock
Chinese market also empowers talent to
Encountering resistance to changing
innovate and test new ideas. In these or“how we’ve always done things” is a
ganizations, decisions tend to be made
common challenge for any new execumore quickly than at MNCs, allowing
tive, and the situation can be even more
executives to move at the same speed as
pronounced in some Chinese enterpristhe markets. Many Chinese enterprises
es, which often have a private owner and
also offer lucrative compensation packnese enterprises and executives can prepare for a successful transition.

By
Kitty Zheng

D

uring the late ’90s and throughout the ’00s, multinational corporations (MNCs) became the
employers of choice for Chinese management talent thanks to their higher
compensation, training opportunities
and performance-oriented cultures. In
recent years, many have observed a reversal of that trend as more and more
Chinese executives leave multinational
companies to join Chinese enterprises.
However, this may be a risky move, as
some observers estimate that there is
only a 50-percent success rate when
these executives do make the transition.
A panel of leading human resources
leaders in Beijing joined Spencer Stuart to lend their firsthand perspectives
about their own moves from MNCs to
Chinese companies during the past five
years. Following are highlights from the
candid discussion, which explored reasons why people leave MNCs for Chinese organizations, the challenges these
executives face, as well as how both Chi-
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How MNCs can bridge the gap
an “old camp” consisting of long-time
Both the Chinese enterprises themselves
management. This core management
and the senior executives transitioning
team typically has the ultimate trust of
into them need to prepare and adapt.
the owner and, thus, is very powerful.
Chinese companies first need to decide
Hence, newly hired executives need
if they are really ready to maximize
to gain the trust from the owner quickly
their investment in senior executives
while maintaining a solid working relafrom multinationals – namely, will the
tionship with the current team. Howculture allow new executives to share
ever, this can be a daunting task when
and execute plans based upon their
also trying to implement their own
expertise? Is the company ready to
ideas. “One of the key mandates many
change its current way of doing things
HR VPs are hired to do is to design a
and adopt ideas and best practices from
performance-driven compensation proelsewhere? What is the real reason the
gram and culture,” said one HR leader.
company wants to improve
“But once it’s put into practice,
its systems and processes: Is it
the owner may say, ‘It looks
===
===
just for show, or is there a real
good, but I wanted so-and-so
Multinationals
commitment to change?
as exceptions since they have
At the same time, execubeen with me for many years can create global
functional roles
tives considering a move to a
and have earned discretionary
that are based in Chinese enterprise need to
bonuses that I will decide.”
China or Asia,
manage their expectations beIn addition, panelists idenrather than
fore joining and realize they
tified the hierarchical nature
international
will face multiple challenges,
of Chinese enterprises and the
headquarters,
especially related to culture
overall centralization of deciand provide
and business practices.
sion-making with the owner as
these executives
“Executives from MNCs
obstacles to effecting change.
with work of a
may likely find that the team
“The owner and CEO is
more strategic
they will be leading is not as
the sole decision-maker, and
nature
efficient. They also need to
he or she has the final say,”
spend a lot of time managing
said one HR executive. “He or
===
===
their boss. The first six months
she usually wants to maintain
is a honeymoon period, but afcontrol over everything, but
terward, it is very hard work and it takes
may change his or her mind frequently
a lot of political savvy, influence and
as well. So it is, in general, a challenge
persuasion skills in order to succeed and
to maintain consistency in management
survive longer than one year. It is improcesses and business direction in a
portant to find some low hanging fruit
Chinese company.”
and achieve a few fast wins in the first
The HR leader and his or her team,
six months,” one panelist cautioned.
in particular, can struggle with this orAdditionally, executives must be much
ganizational dynamic; Chinese managemore attuned to the subtleties of working
ment may say they want to build a talrelationships in Chinese companies. Accordent pipeline, yet there remains a heavy
ing to an HR leader in attendance, “The exreliance on existing relationships. As
ecutives joining Chinese enterprises need to
one participant observed, “Whoever has
read the ‘hidden agenda’ more and be more
the right relationship gets the deal done
thoughtful before making any bold moves. It
and many key executives are hired due
is important to have independent thinking
to the relationship they have, but not
and judgment at Chinese enterprises – things
their skills. The company does not need
are not always transparent.”
bench strength; it only needs to keep
However, even when considering the
the key people happy and the business
challenges of making a transition from
runs.” This practice does little to bring
an MNC to a Chinese enterprise, the
in fresh perspectives and experiences,
HR leaders in our panel said they would
and creates an assimilation challenge for
not choose to return to a multinational
the executive coming in from an MNC.
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after enjoying much broader roles at
their Chinese companies.
The fight for talent: How can
MNCs compete with Chinese
enterprises?
MNCs are not powerless when it comes
to retaining their top talent despite the
allure of Chinese enterprises. Compensation is a clear competitive factor and
MNCs must be mindful of how their
pay measures up to that of their Chinese
counterparts. However, a greater philosophical change may also be needed.
MNCs must start viewing China as an
integral part of the global talent pool,
one that warrants their investments in
training Chinese managers not only for
positions in their native country, but
also abroad. Multinationals can create
global functional roles that are based
in China or Asia, rather than international headquarters, and provide these
executives with work of a more strategic nature. Our panel of HR executives
also suggested that MNCs can combat
the perception of having a glass ceiling
by creating more growth and development opportunities for senior executives
in Greater China and Asia, such as rotating them into a new function. Competition for talent will continue, but if
MNCs become more proactive, they can
put themselves in a winning position. n
Kitty Zheng’s contact: kzheng@spencerstuart.com
Originally published by Spencer Stuart in April
2013. For more information, please contact Alice Au at
AAu@spencerstuart.com.
About Spencer Stuart
Spencer Stuart is one of the world’s leading executive
search consulting firms. Privately held since 1956, Spencer Stuart applies its extensive knowledge of industries,
functions and talent to advise select clients – ranging from
major multinationals to emerging companies to nonprofit
organizations – and address their leadership requirements.
Through 54 offices in 29 countries and a broad range
of practice groups, Spencer Stuart consultants focus on
senior-level executive search, board director appointments,
succession planning and in-depth senior executive management assessments. For more information on Spencer
Stuart, please visit www.SpencerStuart.com.
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The CSRC Strengthens
Enforcement Monitoring and Early
Warning Mechanism Building

‘Securing Price Stability as
Singapore Restructures’
The macroeconomic landscape for MAS has become more complex, with
external and domestic forces interacting in unprecedented ways

The CSRC welcomes comments and proposals from media and general public,
to safeguard the sound and sustainable development of the capital market

A

capital market enforcement system
would not be complete without monitoring and early warning mechanisms
that alert regulators of irregular market
behaviors. In this regard, only a sensitive
and efficient monitoring and early warning mechanism would allow the timely discovery of wrong-doings and facilitate the
regulator’s enforcement arm to safeguard
market and protect investors. In recent
years, the CSRC has stepped up its effort to
strengthen the monitoring and early warning functions of its enforcement arm, with
visible achievements.
First, front-line monitoring functions of
various exchanges are fully leveraged. China’s securities and futures exchanges have
all established monitoring systems featuring
early warning and information gathering of
abnormal trading activities. These exchanges have all set up advanced and efficient
market monitoring systems that allow multichannel and comprehensive clue gathering
and analysis, risk screening, as well as timely
and accurate reporting. In particular, Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges’ market
monitoring systems both feature supreme
computing power, reliable real-time monitoring and abundant analytical functions.
The Shenzhen system is capable of simultaneously handling over 204 alert indicators,
300 real-time and historical searches, 60+
investigation analysis and 100+ regulatory
report analysis, dealing with over 140,000
real-time alerts every year (over 600 every
trading day). Both the strength and the accuracy of its monitoring system have exceeded
those of the international mainstream. In
enforcement practice, the above mentioned
monitoring system has played an important
role in the timely discovery and handling of
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managed in more flexible manners, while
various market misconducts and manipulainvestigation, analysis and review are done
tions. At the same time, the analytical funcwith more precise models.
tions of its monitoring system have contribAs for market manipulation via interuted to the screening of useful clues and
net rumor – something most concerned by
effective punishing of relevant crimes.
investors – a rumor monitoring system will
Second, more fast-track processing
be set up, which is based on IT technolomechanisms are built for clue gathering. On
gies including cloud computing, cloud lothe one hand, direct report channels have
cating and cloud search. The rumor monibeen established between the CSRC Entoring system will gather information,
forcement Department and the exchanges,
analyze the influence and acso that any abnormality detected
curacy thereof, and monitor abduring daily monitoring is directly
===
===
normal stock price fluctuations to
reported to the CSRC enforceThe CSRC
respond to the online information
ment arm. This has proven vital to
will spare no
and rumors, so as to locate and
the timely discover of and crackeffort to build
punish those who are accountable.
down on potential insider trading
a sound and
The CSRC is also attempting to
and market manipulation. On the
comprehensive
set up a dual monitoring mechaother hand, the CSRC Enforcemonitoring and
nism that involves both the CSRC
ment Department and the stock
early warning
headquarters and its regional ofexchanges co-established a direct
system, to
fices, and resort to more monitorreporting mechanism concerning
enhance the
ing channels to establish dynamic
clues on illegal or illegal disclosure
effectiveness
correlation between rumors and
of listing companies, so that the
and deterrence
market quotation, to achieve
exchanges would directly report to
of enforcement
comprehensive monitoring and
the CSRC Enforcement Departeffective handling of rumors and
ment any listing company mis===
===
fraudulent information.
conduct and risks detected during
The early warning system of
daily regulation. At the same time,
market malpractices is an important sysmultiple CSRC Departments, including the
temic project concerning capital market
Enforcement, Listing Company Supervision
enforcement. The CSRC will spare no efand CSRC Regional Offices have enhanced
fort to build a sound and comprehensive
coordination within, resulting in more effecmonitoring and early warning system, to
tive regulatory enforcement.
enhance the effectiveness and deterrence
Third, the capacity of the enforcement
of enforcement, safeguard the fairness,
IT system has been constantly enhanced.
openness and equity of the capital market
A comprehensive enforcement IT manageand better protect investors. To this end,
ment platform featuring 4 systems (clue findthe CSRC welcomes comments and proing, case management, investigation and
posals from media and general public, to
analysis, review and trail) is planned and
safeguard the sound and sustainable develconstructed. With this platform, more clues
opment of the capital market. n
are spotted rather than reported, cases are
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By
Ravi Menon
Managing Director,
Monetary Authority of
Singapore

M

onetary policy has become interesting again.
The Great Moderation, beginning in the mid-1980s and spanning two
decades, marked the triumph of monetary
policy over the scourge of inflation. The
formula worked brilliantly – independent
central banks, with clear mandates to pursue price stability, and doing so with consistency and credibility, ushered in an era of
macroeconomic and financial stability supporting steady economic growth and rising
prosperity.
Then came 2008/2009 – unleashing a
financial crisis of unmatched scale and impact, and a global recession deeper than any
seen since the Great Depression. We are still
living in the shadows of these two shocks,
with the global economy stuck in a hesitant
and uneven recovery and financial market
stresses resurfacing from time to time.
Monetary policy in the advanced economies has entered unchartered waters, in a
valiant effort to support economic growth,
which was being weighed down by deleveraging. In the emerging economies, central banks and governments have had to
be equally nimble in their policy responses,
as they grapple with the spillover effects of
these unconventional monetary policies.
Singapore has not been spared the effects of these broader global developments.

Our exchange rate-centred monetary policy
has been remarkably successful over the
decades, in securing price stability amidst
rapid economic growth and an open trade
and capital account. Consumer price inflation has averaged 1.3% per annum during
1985-2005, one of the lowest in the world.
Inflation surged briefly in 2008, moderated in the wake of the Global Financial
Crisis, but resumed an upward creep from
2010 onwards. Consumer price inflation
averaged 4.2% during 2010-2012, the longest period of sustained inflation above 4%
in Singapore’s history. It is particularly challenging that the current bout of inflation is
occurring against the backdrop of a slowing
economy, weighed down by weak external
demand and a tight domestic labour market.
And in a world awash with liquidity searching for both yield and safety, Singapore has
been at the receiving end of such flows.
Tonight, I will set out MAS’ policy approach to securing price and financial stability, in this “new normal” of an economy
restructuring amidst a global environment
of slow growth and easy money. In most
respects, this approach builds on the existing framework for monetary policy; but in
other respects, it takes a more comprehensive view of macro stability and signifies the
need for policy innovation in dealing with
new realities.
Let me begin by describing the external
and domestic context within which MAS is
currently operating.
External Context: Surging Liquidity,
Diverging Leverage
First, the global backdrop.
Monetary policy in the advanced economies has been extraordinarily loose for a
prolonged period of time. It has been unconventional in three important regards.
CorporateGovernanCeasia 57 april-June 2013

• First, short-term interest rates are at or
close to the zero bound – and have been
so for over four years now.
• Second, central banks are purchasing
non-traditional assets in large quantities
to exert downward pressure on long-term
interest rates. This has been going on for
close to five years now, with central bank
balance sheets in the US and the UK, for
example, ballooning to more than three
times their pre-crisis levels.
• Third, central banks are providing “forward guidance”, either in the form of
commitments not to raise interest rates
until certain real economy thresholds are
met or plans to expand the monetary base
until an inflation target is reached, helping
to extend expectations of easy monetary
conditions.
The overall impact of these measures
has been to reduce tail risks in the advanced
economies and prevent a sharp deceleration
in growth. But they have been less successful in restoring economic growth to pre-crisis
trend rates, in the face of deleveraging pressures. Debt-to-GDP ratios in the G3 economies must normalise at lower levels to restore
macroeconomic and financial stability. This
necessitates a decline in consumption. Banks
are less willing to lend, and the private sector less willing to borrow. The relationship
between liquidity and credit appears to have
broken down.
The wall of money created in the advanced economies has led to extremely low
interest rates globally. This, coupled with
stronger economic conditions, has led the
private credit-to-GDP ratio in Emerging
Asia to rise from 97% in 2008 to 122% in
2012 – this is higher than the level seen at the
start of the Asian financial crisis.
In short, the advanced economies are
develeraging, and the Asian economies are

Ss Ii nN G A Pp Oo Rr Ee
ers. Total labour force growth averaged
releveraging. In and of itself, this is not a
3.7% per annum in the last decade (2001problem. In fact, the divergence in leverage
2010); almost half of which was contribis to be expected in the context of global
uted by foreign workers. This is unsustainrebalancing, with advanced economies reable. Foreigners (excluding foreign domestic
straining consumption and Asian economies
workers) already account for about one-third
boosting domestic demand.
of the total labour force in Singapore.
But it is the pace and composition of
Singapore is heading towards a demoAsian releveraging that is cause for concern.
graphic cliff. It cannot be avoided. The quesWhile much of the rapid loan growth has
tion is whether the economy achieves a soft
supported productive economic activity,
landing or a hard landing. If we restructure
there have also been substantial flows to asour economy and raise our productivity,
set markets, especially real estate. Low interSingapore can grow at a slower but more
est rates and abundant liquidity have consustainable pace with a moderate increase
tributed to accelerations in property prices
in costs and prices. If we do not, costs will
and sharp increases in household debt.
continue to escalate, competitiveness will
• Residential property prices in Taiwan,
erode, and growth will dip sharply amidst
Hong Kong, and Singapore have inhigher inflation.
creased by 52% on average since 2009,
The transition to productivity-led
while nominal wages have risen by only
growth will not be easy. As labour
13%.
becomes more scarce, its price will
• Household debt as a percent===
===
rise, prompting an adoption of laage of GDP has trended up in
bour-saving technologies or a shift
these countries, with mortgages
Baby boomers
of resources into activities that
accounting for a significant 70entering the
utilise less labour. This increase
80% of consumer credit.
“65 & above”
in wage cost is a necessary part of
Inflation in asset prices and
age group,
the restructuring process but will
build-up in leverage have imwhere
feed through more generally into
portant implications not just for
significant
prices, especially for a range of
macroeconomic stability but also
numbers retire
domestic consumer services which
financial stability. I will come back
and leave the
had hitherto depended heavily
to this later.
workforce,
on foreign labour, such as cleanwill surge by
ing,
healthcare, cooked food, and
Domestic Context: Supply
65% during
hospitality.
Inflation will be temConstraints and Economic
2011-2020
porarily higher, as productivityRestructuring
===
===
enhancing measures take time to
Next, the domestic context.
bear fruit.
The Singapore economy is
During this transition, which will take
facing a demographic double-whammy: the
a few years, the growth-inflation trade-off
effects of low birth rates over the last two
will worsen.
decades combined with the entry into retire• GDP growth will be slower during 2011ment of the baby boom generation.
2020, at 3-5% per annum, about 2%
• Singapore’s total fertility rate has been
points lower than the average 6% growth
very low, at about 1.4 over the last 20
in the last decade. This will mainly reflect
years.
a sharp reduction in labour force growth.
• Baby boomers entering the “65 & above”
• At the same time, inflation is expected to
age group, where significant numbers rebe around 1% point higher in this decade
tire and leave the workforce, will surge by
compared to the last. MAS Core Inflation
65% during 2011-2020.
is likely to average 2.5% per annum, and
The overall impact of this doubleCPI-All Items inflation around 3%.
whammy is unmistakeable: Singapore’s
Managing inflation expectations and
resident labour force will start to shrink over
preventing inflation from escalating will
the next few years, even after taking into acbe the key challenge facing monetary polcount the inflow of net migrants.
icy during the transition to a productivitySingapore had previously supplemented
based economy.
its resident labour force with foreign work-
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Macro Policies for Economic and
Financial Stability
Macro policies would need to be on heightened alert to ensure that Singapore’s enviable track record for macroeconomic and
financial stability is safeguarded. Let me
now elaborate on the two key thrusts of Singapore’s macro stability policies – monetary
policy and macroprudential policy.
Monetary Policy:
Containing Inflation in a
Restructuring Economy
Let me start with monetary policy framework. I will cover two areas:
• First, the continued relevance of the
exchange rate in our monetary policy
framework.
• Second, the calibration of monetary policy responses within this framework.
Relevance of Exchange Rate as the
Instrument of Monetary Policy
MAS’ exchange rate-centred monetary policy framework was formalised in the early
1980s. While other central banks sought to
control money supply or interest rates, MAS
has chosen to focus instead on the exchange
rate as its monetary policy tool to keep inflation in check. The exchange rate-centred
framework has served Singapore very well
for over three decades. As I mentioned earlier, Singapore has had one of the best inflation records in the world despite enjoying
one of the fastest rates of economic growth.
Let us quickly recall why the exchange
rate is MAS’ chosen tool of monetary
policy. Singapore is a small and extremely
open economy. Total exports and imports
of goods are each well in excess of 100%
of GDP.
• Imports make up 40% of domestic
consumption; the exchange rate is thus
a powerful tool to moderate the impact
of foreign price changes on domestic
inflation.
• Exports are the chief driver of economic
growth; and the exchange rate, as a key
factor affecting export demand, is thus
also an effective means for managing aggregate demand and hence overall inflationary pressures.
But every now and then, analysts and
commentators ask whether the exchange
rate-centred monetary policy has outlived its

booms and preventing the spillovers on capiusefulness and whether a switch to interest
tal inflows and their exchange rates.
rate targeting or inflation targeting would
On balance, a switch to a regime of
make better sense. With the pickup in inmanaging interest rates will be highly destaflation in recent years, these questions have
bilising. There are potentially unpredictable
been more frequently raised.
costs associated with a shift in the monetary
Let me assure everyone that, every few
policy regime, quite apart from its limited
years, MAS itself conducts a review of
impact on the other broader and more prewhether the exchange rate continues to be
dominant sources of underlying price presthe most appropriate tool for Singapore’s
sures in the economy.
monetary policy. Let me share briefly the
MAS’ assessment has been corrobooutcome of these studies as they relate to
rated by Professor Ilian Mihov, Professor
three questions.
of Economics at INSEAD. His pioneering
First question: with most of recent inacademic work has demonstrated that for an
flation in Singapore attributable to the imopen economy like Singapore, a monetary
puted cost of accommodation services and
policy response based on the exchange rate
car prices, is the exchange rate a less reldelivers superior economic welfare outevant tool? It is true that imputed rentals on
comes compared to an interest rate regime.
owner-occupied accommodation accountIn particular, the exchange rate is better able
ed for about a quarter of overall inflation
than the interest rate to reduce volatility in
during 2010-2012. But if MAS had not let
output and inflation.
the Singapore Dollar appreciate, CPI-All
Third question: with the gradual shift
Items inflation would have been around
in Singapore’s economic structure towards
2.5% points higher in 2012. Rising housservices (which are typically reing rents and car prices do not
garded as being non-tradable),
undermine the importance of
===
===
does the exchange rate have as
the appreciating exchange rate in
much impact on aggregate derestraining price increases in the
Overall
mand and prices in the economy?
broader basket of goods and serimported
It is true that services have indeed
vices consumed by people.
inflation in
Second question: with the Singapore dollar contributed more to GDP growth
recently. But a significant portion
principal threat to consumer and
terms has been
of these services are exportable,
asset price stability emanating
fairly benign,
such as financial, IT and profesfrom easy monetary conditions
averaging
sional
services. External-oriented
and low real interest rates globslightly less
manufacturing
and services secally, shouldn’t MAS abandon the
than 2% per
tors
together
continue
to account
exchange rate target and seek to
annum in this
for
more
than
half
of
Singapore’s
control domestic interest rates inperiod
GDP. The fundamental structure
stead? Well, this is not as straight===
===
of the economy as an export-deforward as it might appear.
pendent one has not changed.
First, in an open economy
Firms – both MNCs and SMEs – have
setting, higher interest rates will attract
consistently highlighted the importance
even more capital inflows to Singapore,
of keeping the exchange rate stable for
especially given our strong macroeconomic
planning and investment purposes. The
fundamentals and persistently low foreign
exchange rate continues to play a key role
interest rates. This could fuel further asset
in household and business decisions, and
price inflation.
is an important equilibrating price for the
Second, the hike in interest rates would
economy.
have to be very aggressive for it to dampen
demand for credit, and tame asset prices.
Calibration of Monetary
This would mean a sharp appreciation in
Policy Responses
the exchange rate, which would impose sigSo, the monetary policy framework centred
nificant collateral damage on the broader
on the exchange rate remains valid. But has
economy. Indeed, some regional countries
its calibration been sufficiently responsive to
with interest rate regimes are facing the direcent challenges to price stability?
lemma between raising rates to curb credit
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The chief consideration underpinning
the stance of monetary policy in recent
years has been to anchor inflation expectations and contain the risk of a wage-price
spiral arising from the short-term effects of
economic restructuring.
Since April 2010, the policy band of
the Singapore Dollar nominal effective
exchange rate has been on a modest and
gradual appreciation path. The nominal effective exchange rate has strengthened by
about 3% per annum on average during this
period. Within this overall tightening stance,
MAS has allowed a temporary increase in
core inflation to accommodate some of the
changes in relative prices. This is to signal
resource scarcity and stimulate behavioural
shifts. Policy should not be so tight as to hinder the ability of firms to restructure.
The tight monetary policy stance since
April 2010 has been effective in containing inflationary pressures and keeping the
economy on an even keel. It has had three
important effects.
First, the tighter monetary policy stance
has successfully restrained imported inflation despite significant price pressures in the
external environment during this period.
• In foreign currency terms, wholesale price
inflation among Singapore’s major trading partners averaged around 5% per annum from 2010 to 2012.
• In comparison, overall imported inflation
in Singapore dollar terms has been fairly
benign, averaging slightly less than 2%
per annum in this period.
Specific examples illustrate well the efficacy of the exchange rate in dampening
imported inflation.
• Global oil prices have risen by an average
of 16% per year in 2010-2012. However,
local petrol pump prices have only increased by 8%.
• Global food prices, as measured by the
IMF Food and Beverage Price Index, rose
by 9% per annum during this period, but
domestic food prices increased by just 2%.
Second, the stronger Singapore Dollar
has dampened inflation indirectly by moderating the demand for our exports. In turn,
this has eased the demand pressure on domestic resources such as labour and industrial space. This has reduced business cost
pressures and thus overall inflation.
Third, the tighter monetary policy

Ss Ii nN G A Pp Oo Rr Ee
stance has nudged the level of output closer
to its potential, thus preventing the economy
from overheating. The positive output gap is
projected to narrow from nearly 4% of potential GDP in 2010 to around 1% this year.
MAS’ policy stance has begun to yield
results. Both CPI-All Items inflation and
MAS Core Inflation have eased from their
recent peaks.
• CPI-All Items inflation has fallen from
5.5% in Q3 2011 to 4.0% in Q1 2013.
• At 1.6% in the first quarter of this year,
MAS Core Inflation is running at nearly
half the pace seen a year ago.
But there is no room for complacency.
The pace at which business costs are passed
through to consumer prices could pick up in
the latter half of this year. MAS will remain
vigilant in ensuring that the recent gains in
controlling inflation are sustained.
Macroprudential Policies: Augmenting Monetary Policy to Promote
Economic and Financial Stability
Let me move on now to macroprudential
policy. This is the new buzzword in central banking circles. It has not been much
referred to in Singapore, but we have been
applying macroprudential policies for some
time now.
I will describe now the workings of macroprudential policies in Singapore, explaining why they are necessary in our context,
and how they have been applied.
Why Macroprudential Policy
The conventional thinking pre-crisis was
based on two assumptions:
• First, asset prices did not matter much.
Central banks therefore focused on consumer prices and placed less emphasis on
asset prices.
• Second, if risks in individual financial institutions were well controlled, the financial system as a whole would generally be
safe. Regulators therefore focused on the
safety and soundness of individual institutions and paid less heed to systemic risk.
The collapse of the real estate markets
in America and Europe, the breakout of the
Global Financial Crisis, and the contagion
of risk to seemingly sound financial institutions – against a backdrop of relative macroeconomic stability – showed both assumptions to be wrong.
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serious dislocations. If the assessment is that
Thus was born macroprudential policy
it would, we have to act proactively to mod– which focused on the health of the finanerate prices now. And this has indeed been
cial system as a whole and its interactions
the approach taken by MAS and the governwith the macroeconomy, particularly develment with respect to property prices.
opments in liquidity, leverage, and asset markets. In many emerging market economies,
How Macroprudential Policies have
macroprudential policy has become an imbeen Applied
portant complement to monetary policy to
Singapore applied macroprudential tools
help secure economic and financial stability.
as early as 1996, to help cool an overheated
In Singapore, the focus of macropruproperty market. But it is only since 2009
dential policy has been to promote sustainthat macroprudential policies have been
able asset prices. Asset prices matter for
applied in a more concerted and calibrated
four reasons.
fashion – again to help moderate price inFirst, volatile asset prices pose a risk
creases in the residential property market.
to financial stability, especially when a runFollowing the Global Financial Crisis, the
up in asset prices is financed by easy credit
confluence of low interest rates, firm doand accompanied by a build-up in leverage
mestic demand underpinned by sustained
in the economy. When asset prices correct,
income growth, and supply shortfinancial institutions’ vulnerability
ages in the residential property
to default and loss increases.
===
===
markets caused home prices to
Second, asset price inflation
rise rapidly. This had implications
is as distortionary as consumer
The issue is
price inflation. Both create unwhether the rise for both price stability and financial stability.
certainty, misallocate resources,
in asset prices
As rentals increased on the
discourage productive investis creating
back
of rising property prices, imment, and ultimately drag down
negative
puted
rentals on owner-occupied
economic growth.
spillover effects
accommodation
accounted for
Third, asset prices have imon the economy
about
a
third
of
overall
inflation
portant feedback loops with
or whether a
during
2011-2012.
CPI-All
Items
consumer prices. Rapidly rising
future sharp
inflation
averaged
4.9%
per
anasset prices raise general inflation
reduction in
num
during
this
period.
MAS
expectations and also directly afasset prices
was concerned that this would
fect rentals and accommodations
will lead to
unhinge general inflation expeccosts that go into the consumer
instability
tations and spill-over into more
price index.
===
===
rapid wage growth across the
Fourth, asset purchases fieconomy.
nanced by excessive borrowing on
At the same time, the stock of mortthe expectation of future capital gains ungages surged by about 70% from end-2009
dermine financial prudence. If households
to end-2012, posing risks for financial staor corporates build up leverage during peribility. To be sure, there was little imminent
ods of low interest rates, they will be vulnerdanger. Households’ net asset positions
able when interest rates normalise.
were still strong, with the aggregate houseWhat can central banks or governhold debt-to-asset ratio stable at around
ments do about asset bubbles or the le16%. The non-performing loan ratios for
verage cycle? An oft-cited reason for not
mortgages remained low at 0.25%, and the
doing anything is that we cannot reliably
amount of housing loans in negative equity
determine whether asset prices have overwas negligible.
shot fundamentals or whether leverage has
But if domestic income growth faltered
reached unsustainable levels.
or if the global interest rate cycle turned
But the issue is not whether we can
abruptly, mortgage financing burdens could
establish if there is an asset bubble or not.
escalate. Households’ balance sheets could
The issue is whether the rise in asset prices
deteriorate if home prices fell, as much of
is creating negative spillover effects on the
the increase in household wealth had been
economy or whether a future sharp reducdriven by a rise in the value of property astion in asset prices will lead to instability or
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in addressing concerns regarding consumer
sets. The government was thus concerned
price stability. Singapore has perhaps the
that households were over-extending themmost stringent restrictions on car ownership
selves in the low-interest rate environment.
in the world. Anyone who wishes to regisIf a sufficiently large number of borrowers
ter a new vehicle in Singapore must first bid
ended up in distress, financial institutions
for a Certificate of Entitlement (or COE),
would also come under stress, thereby poswhich represents a right to vehicle ownering risks for financial stability. Since neither
ship and use of our limited road space for
monetary policy nor financial supervisory
10 years. The number of COEs is tightly
policy could directly address the property
controlled, so as to minimise the
market, the government had to
number of cars on the road.
resort to macroprudential policies.
===
===
As the supply of COEs
However, unlike monetary
Macro policies
dwindled and demand for cars repolicy which has a single instruwill be on
mained firm on the back of strong
ment and a clear target, macheightened
income growth and low interest
roprudential policy requires a
alert to ensure
rates, COE prices rose rapidly in
multi-dimensional approach. This
that economic
the last three years. At their peak
is because there is no single instrustability and
early this year, COE prices averment that has a stable and reliable
financial
aged around $90,000, nearly five
relationship with financial stabilstability are
times the level in January 2010.
ity or asset price stability. Each is
safeguarded
This in turn drove up the overall
influenced by a variety of factors.
as Singapore
inflation rate, and started having
Macroprudential policy has
navigates this
spillover effects on the rest of the
thus relied on a range of policy innew landscape
economy and shaping price exstruments. In fact, many of these
pectations more generally. There
instruments are not at the disposal
===
===
was also a growing risk that buyof MAS but involve other governers were over-extending themment agencies. The conduct of
selves by purchasing more expensive cars,
macroprudential policy has entailed a cogiven the low interest rate environment.
ordinated approach across MAS, the MinIn February this year, MAS announced
istry of Finance (MOF), and the Ministry of
measures to restrict the financing of car
National Development (MND).
purchases for private use. Buyers were
MAS, MOF, and MND, worked in conlimited to borrowing only 50-60% of the
cert to implement several rounds of macrototal purchase price of the car. Loans had
prudential measures to help cool the propto be repaid within five years. COE preerty market:
miums for cars have adjusted downwards
• MAS has progressively lowered the loanby about 25%.
to-value ratios on property loans and
Macroprudential policy in Singapore
capped mortgage tenures at a maximum
is still work-in-progress, as is the case elseof 35 years.
where. The measures have achieved some
• MOF has successively raised taxes on
degree of success in the property and car
property transactions, in the form of the
markets but it is too early to declare victory.
Sellers’ Stamp Duty and the Additional
As with traditional macroeconomic policy,
Buyer’s Stamp Duty.
these macroprudential measures will be re• MND has ramped up land sales for resicalibrated as market conditions change.
dential property developments.
There are many unknowns in the
Property prices finally appear to be
theory and practice of macroprudential
stabilising. The annual increase in private
policy. We need to better understand the
residential property prices slowed signifitransmission mechanisms through which
cantly from 18% in 2010 to 5.9% in 2011,
our various measures operate, their interand further to 2.8% in 2012. In sequential
relationships with one another, and uninquarter-on-quarter terms, price increases
tended consequences or distortions they
have dipped below 2%.
may create. The field is ripe for further reThe motor vehicle market is another exsearch and, I hope, will challenge the intelample of macroprudential policy in action,
lectual curiosity of scholars, such as those
this time complementing monetary policy
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assembled here this evening.
In fact, the ABFER can play a very
important role in this regard. Policymakers
all over the world, including us here at the
MAS, have been thrust into a vastly different environment. We need to update existing policy paradigms and even develop new
ones. It is my hope that the collaborative
network created by the ABFER will help
foster a vibrant research culture and provide thought leadership on the important
policy debates confronting this part of the
world. MAS is happy to sponsor and support the ABFER.
Conclusion
Let me summarise my main points.
The macroeconomic landscape for
MAS has become more complex, with external and domestic forces interacting in unprecedented ways.
• Externally, Singapore is facing a wall of
money and rock-bottom interest rates
that could potentially set off asset market
bubbles that could in turn have knock-on
effects on consumer price stability and financial stability.
• Domestically, we are facing a demographic cliff that will tighten labour markets and could potentially set off a wageprice spiral that could unhinge inflation
expectations.
Macro policies will be on heightened alert to
ensure that economic stability and financial
stability are safeguarded as Singapore navigates this new landscape. We are well placed
to deal with the risks ahead.
• Our exchange rate-centred monetary policy remains fit for purpose and will continue to focus on keeping inflation contained.
• Our macroprudential policies will complement monetary policy and financial
supervisory policies to secure sustainable
asset prices and financial stability.
• Most of all, Singapore’s fundamentals
remain sound. Fiscal prudence, financial
discipline, minimising debt and living
within our means, will provide us policy
space and buffer to weather whatever
comes ahead. This is an advantage most
countries do not have. n
Speech by Ravi Menon, Managing Director, Monetary
Authority of Singapore, at the Asian Bureau of Financial and
Economics Research (ABFER) Opening Gala Dinner on 21
May 2013.
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The Overall Role of APEC
Earlier this morning, I was on Bloomberg’s
First Up TV program, and our conversation turned to the economic integration of
the region. I briefed on the latest economic
trends in the region and discussed the progress APEC member economies have made
toward strengthening trade, investment and
supply chains to promote global recovery.
Generally this has been a story of resilient growth in a very fragile world still reeling from the Global Financial Crisis.
APEC is an economic forum of
21-economies that straddles the Pacific
Ocean. Its primary goal is to support sustainable economic growth and prosperity
in the region. APEC does this by championing free and open trade and investment,
promoting and accelerating regional economic integration, encouraging economic
and technical cooperation, and facilitating
a favourable and sustainable business environment.
From its early years APEC focused on
traditional trade and investment liberalisation as articulated through the Bogor Goals
in 1994. Since the founding of APEC, MFN
tariffs in the region have been reduced an

business mobility. APEC likes to monitor
average of 65%. Concurrently, member
progress, quantifying where possible, and
economies have seen their trade volumes
these second generation issues have been
increase more than 6 fold and their GDP
monitored through the trade facilitation
expand over half a percentage point faster
action plans. They record a reduction in
each year than the global average. It seems
measured trade transaction costs by around
clear that freer access to global markets and
35% by 2015.
investment have helped APEC members
In addition, there is a broader busigrow. And over the last year, many econoness facilitation agenda. To help monitor
mies are using their emerging prosperity to
progress, APEC has established an ‘Ease
help grow domestic demand, a rebalancing
of Doing Business’ Index measuring how
that economists have been looking to for
easy it is to start a business, obtain
sometime.
credit, contract and other aspects
On a per capita basis,
===
===
of trading. There is a measured
APEC’s real GDP (PPP) nearly
objective of 25% improvement
doubled from about $8,000 in
APEC has
by 2015.
1989 to nearly $14,000 in 2011
established an
A study by the Conference
at a 2.5% compound annual
‘Ease of Doing
of
Asia
Pacific Express Carriers
growth rate. In the same period,
Business’ Index
(CAPEC)
in collaboration with
per capita GDP in the rest of
measuring how
APEC,
noted
that setting a de mithe world increased much more
easy it is to
nimis exception threshold in the
slowly from over $5,800 to about start a business,
APEC region for customs proce$7,700 (annual rate of growth of
obtain credit,
dures of US$100 could bring savonly 1.3%).
contract and
ings of nearly US$20 billion per
The weighted average of
other aspects of
year and also cut delivery time
the growth in total employment
trading
by 10%, potentially expanding
in economies across the APEC
exports by more than 4%. These
region was about 11% between
===
===
are very big potential gains.
2000 and 2010 (the most recent
data available). These numbers
General drivers of connectivity
tell a positive story.
The last few years have seen more focus on
However this rapid growth and changanother aspect of regional economic inteing market dynamics have exposed new
gration: connectivity – a significant priority
issues such as behind-the-border trade refor APEC 2013. This has been the result of
strictions. This is a topic that has received
a number of emerging new trends. Very fast
more attention from policy makers as they
regional growth means demand has outfocus on the second generation issues of
stripped existing economic infrastructures
trade facilitation, including agreeing comand begun to act as a brake on economic
mon standards on many aspects of trade,
growth prospects. There has been growing
customs and e-commerce, and promoting
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cautioning that the development
regional integration in product
of a public-private partnership
and input markets including for
===
===
infrastructure market was an evocapital and skilled labour. This
The ASEAN
lutionary process with a complex
is part of a broader pattern of
Master Plan
series of stages to follow.
more integrated production,
involves
APEC sought wider business
and the phenomenon of supcompleting
input in developing its Supply
ply chain management. This
roads and
Chain Connectivity Framework
does not just involve large multinational businesses; it has also networks, filling Action Plan, holding a number
in railway links
of symposiums involving logistics
got implications for establishing,
and linking up
and transportation companies. In
financing and operating SMEs.
power systems
particular ABAC spearheaded a
At the same time as producwithin the
survey that asked such companies
tion processes are changing, we
region
to rank their various operational
are seeing the growth of middle
chokepoints according to what afclasses and urbanization accom===
===
fected their businesses the most.
panied by demographic tightThe Action Plan identified eight
ening. These trends are putting
critical supply chain chokepoints and these
new demands on social infrastructure. The
have been selected for special attention by
new focus of some big traditional exporters
APEC. These include regulatory impedion building domestic demand adds to this.
ments, customs ineffectiveness, and inadeOverall, there is a deepening realization
quate transportation networks. Addressing
that a globalised world requires connectivthese issues will make a difference for the
ity. APEC work had started with a focus on
companies that ship products and for the
reducing traditional and non-tariff barriers
consumers who will find more competitive
to trade and reducing behind-border barriprices and better varieties in their stores.
ers. While continuing these efforts, APEC
Recent research quoted in the APEC
has now also focused on promoting conPSU Interim Assessment shows that logisnectivity, a very positive approach to contics performance matters more for trade
necting economies in non-traditional ways.
in parts and components, i.e. the type of
Work started under the APEC Finance
goods that circulate within supply chains,
Ministers at their 2009 meeting in Singathan for trade on final goods.
pore, where an Infrastructure Pathfinder
Regional manufacturing can be very
Initiative was launched to develop a hardiverse. The Policy Support Unit identifies
monized roadmap for private sector infrafive broad groups of manufacturing, and
structure provision. This reported in 2010,
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they have very different characteristics and requirements. Four of these
sectors (global innovation for local
markets, regional processing, global
technologies, and labour-intensive
tradables) according to McKinsey
account for more than three quarters of global manufactured value
added. In all these sectors, transportation and logistics functions are
considered highly important.
Currently the APEC’s Policy
Support Unit is carrying out its 2013
Interim Assessment to check progress on the Supply Chain Connectivity Framework Action Plan. This has
yet to be formally reported to APEC,
but it is continuing to show progress
in reducing bottlenecks.
In addition there are many practical examples of connectivity underway led
by the vibrant network of APEC working
groups. These include self-certification of
rules of origin, goods tracking by intermodal
global navigation satellite systems, improving cross border transport services using the
Star database, using electronic procedures
to integrate certificate of origin, e-invoices,
e-documentation and e-financing across
borders, using the single window system
for lodging customs procedures, using the
APEC business travel card to speed up travel mobility, using the Authorized Economic
Operator program for customs procedures,
and certifying product quality using agreed
standards and conformance procedures.
These initiatives have all involved a strong
public/private sector approach.
This year’s host economy, Indonesia,
has picked up this concept and is pushing
the connectivity theme strongly. Adopting the ASEAN framework, connectivity is
viewed in three dimensions: physical infrastructure, connections among institutional
and people-to-people connections. There is
a significant APEC work program on this
now underway. Dr Arto Suryodipuro will
elaborate this following my talk.
What can we learn from the ASEAN
approach?
ASEAN has focused on connectivity for
some years as a central pillar of their work
on integration and community-building.
In particular, the objective of building an

objectives of ASEAN go beyond
ASEAN economic community
===
===
economic integration into secuby 2015 calls for an economirity, political, cultural and social
cally well-connected region. To
The ASEAN
issues. APEC, with its 21 econopromote this, ASEAN has esMaster Plan
mies, covers a much wider geotablished a Connectivity Masinvolves
graphical region, different stages
ter Plan outlining challenges to
completing
of developments, and it involves
improve regional and national
roads and
economies that are quite differphysical, institutional, and
people-to-people linkages. The networks, filling ent from one another. Therefore
in railway links
any focus on APEC connectivity
Master Plan is both a strategic
and linking up
needs to be carried out at a level
document and an operational
power systems
that is broad enough to engage
plan of action for the period
within the
all members. There are different
2011-2015, aiming to connect
region
connectivity issues at the APEC
up ASEAN through physical
===
===
level, and it is harder to develop
infrastructure development, efjoint infrastructure projects.
fective institutions and empowThe ASEAN Connectivity
ering people, with a focus on
Master Plan is designed to support the
financial resources and decision making
ASEAN Economic Community 2015
requirements.
goals. It focusses on a future where ASEIn APEC we have been reviewing this
AN production will be very integrated. It
Master Plan in order to take lessons from
is primarily a top-down approach driven
it. Work over the last two years involving
by member states, with legally binding
a mapping exercise to identify APEC and
regional commitments, if necessary, to
ASEAN initiatives and highlighting areas
change domestic legislation to support
for possible collaboration has taken place.
this. The ASEAN Master Plan involves
As part of this exercise we have identified
completing roads and networks, filling in
seven broad areas of possible collaborarailway links and linking up power systems
tion, based on the potential overlap of
within the region. There are some key rework and the importance of these priority
gional projects underway such as the Sinareas to both institutions’ agendas. These
gapore-Kunming Rail Link, the ASEAN
areas included Supply Chain ConnectiviPower Grid, and the ASEAN Highway
ty as well as Trade Facilitation, Investment
Network. All are aimed at integrating the
Facilitation, Disaster Preparedness, Struceconomies and attracting multi-nationals
tural and Regulatory Reform, Food Secuto set up production networks.
rity, and Small and Medium Enterprises
APEC works differently. Priorities are
(SMEs). To be more specific on the conset from top- with directions from Econectivity goal, at APEC we are interested
nomic Leaders. These are coupled with
in the possibility of working together with
bottom-up ideas and initiatives that stem
ASEAN, on ongoing work on customs
from its wide networks, with direct inputs
procedures, risk management methodolofrom the business community, working
gies, advance rulings. and single window
groups and lessons from capacity building
procedures, the authorized economic opprojects. (That said, many capacity-builderator approach, aviation and multimodal
ing needs are very similar between the two
transport, mutual recognition agreements
organizations.
and harmonization of approaches.
Specific investment projects are less
I met with Secretary General Le Lulikely in the APEC environment, spread
ong Minh in Jakarta earlier this year in
as it is, over much wider area. APEC’s
the margins of the first APEC Senior Ofprimary focus is on trade and investment
ficials’ Meeting to discuss how APEC and
liberalisation and business facilitation, so
ASEAN could explore these mutual areas
connectivity projects are likely to line up
of interest.
with these goals. APEC’s style has always
However APEC should not simply be
been voluntary and non-binding. Individseen as a way to extend the ASEAN model
ual actions can be pursued as pathfinder
Pacific-Wide because there are important
projects where some member economies
differences in the two organisations. The
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move forward and others are free to join
later. Wider initiatives take time. Following this approach, APEC has been particularly successful as an incubator of
ideas, a place to test the acceptability of
approaches and a driver of high level economic integration.
Within APEC people-to-people connectivity occurs in most of the hundred
or so projects organized each year by
the working groups. These could involve
custom officers, quarantine officers,
trade policy experts, transport regulators
and data settlement standards agencies
coming together to find ways to reduce
chokepoints.
Institutional connectivity provides
different challenges. With its noodlebowl of around 100 trade agreements
and many more in the pipeline, APEC
faces the challenge of helping incubate,
standardize and integrate these, to free
up connections in the region. The more
they are standardized, the less work to be
done by WTO.
In the area of energy, for example,
APEC’s Energy Working Group is supported by its own public-private sector
dialogue mechanism–the Energy Working Group Business Network. This body
advises on energy issues from an industry perspective and facilitates regular
exchanges between energy policymakers
and business representatives. The arrangement is helping to boost energy sector investment in the region in sustainable
ways and move towards APEC goals such
as 45% reduction in members’ aggregate
energy intensity by 2035.
As we progress into the Indonesia year,
APEC Senior Officials will be looking
more closely at the topic of connectivity
and deciding how it best fits in with APEC
values through activities such as the Dialogue on Infrastructure Development and
Investment and the APEC Symposium on
Connectivity in the Asia-Pacific Region.
From these meetings and other dialogues
such as today’s ISEAS symposium, we
hope to cement a more solid view of what
we mean by regional connectivity and
how APEC can play a part. n
Speech by Dr Alan Bollard, Executive Director, APEC
Secretariat

4th Asian Corporate Director
Recognition 2013
Behind a well-managed and a transparent company is a group of men and women that made it happens. It is not
by accident that our awardees this year met our criteria to be considered for this prestigious award. These men and
women have spent considerable time and effort to promote high standards of business ethics, while meeting the
expectations of their shareholders in growing their business.
In the aftermath of the Asian financial crisis in 1997, the boards of directors have experienced growing pressure
and scrutiny from their shareholders following the high profile bankruptcies and collapses of several companies.
This was again highlighted in the recent global financial turmoil as the actual time spent in the boardroom has
increased significantly to look into every detail of the company operations.
One of the changes we are seeing in the boardroom is the premium being placed in the quality of their
composition amid the changing marketplace. While directors ideally would like to spend more time on strategic
planning, now an equally significant portion of their time is being spent, among others, on reviewing risk
management and compliance to ensure that they conform with the highest standards of corporate governance.
They have to work harder than ever to keep abreast of the new regulatory requirements and new expectations.
These are the men and women we are honouring as the recipients of the 4th Asian Corporate Director
Recognition Awards 2013. The awards recognize the outstanding corporate directors from boards of public and
private companies in Asia and have been leaders in guiding their boards and executive management in growing
their companies, and maintaining the ethics and conscience of their boards.
This industry leadership award is a fundamental part of our continuing mission to enhance the corporate
governance standards in Asia. We salute our winners recognize by their peers, investors, academicians as
outstanding leaders and contributors in a public or private company boardroom. They help in steering a company
through a period of extraordinary growth, financial/economic crisis and other events. In doing so, they have
significantly protected and enhanced shareholder value and guide their companies in pursuing significant business
opportunities.

Congratulations to our winners.
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LV Jun

Zhang Jianguo

CHINA
LV Jun
Executive Director and Managing Director
China Agri-Industries Holdings Ltd
LV Jun was appointed managing director of
the company in March 2012 and has been
an executive director since January 2007.
Under his leadership, China Agri-Industries
Holdings in 2012 actively implemented its
strategy to expand growth organically and
focus on building a more solid foundation
for future growth. After having expanded
the company’s geographic footprint in prior
years during a period of strategic expansion,
sales of core products continued to grow and
the company’s overall position in the market
was strengthened.
Going forward, China Agri will continue
to develop its branded business while building on its leading position and influence in
the market. This should help the company
to fully realized core competencies and it
values.

Zhang Jianguo
President and Director
China Construction Bank Ltd
In his address to the shareholders in China
Construction Bank’s 2012 annual report,
president and executive director Zhang
Jianguo highlighted the bank’s persistence
in its sound and practical operating style
with sharp attention on the operating situation. As a result, the bank achieved a stable
business development and good business
results due to deepened strategic transformation and structural adjustments amid the

Dong Wenbiao

Chen Lang

backdrop of the complex external operating
environment.
For the first quarter of 2013, CCB posted a 15.7% rise in net profit to 59.71 billion
renminbi compared a year ago. It managed
to maintain sound asset quality while ensuring steady growth of its businesses.

Dong Wenbiao
Chairman
China Minsheng Banking Corporation Ltd
China Minsheng Banking Corporation accelerated the transformation of its operation
and management model in the first quarter
of 2013, as well as tightened risk control to
ensure steady and healthy development of
all lines of its business. During the period, it
achieved a net profit attributable to shareholders of 11.02 billion renminbi, up 20.1%
year-on-year.
For 2013, one of chairman Dong Wenbiao’s objectives is to lay a solid foundation
for the strategic transformation under its
“Second Take-Off ” strategy, which includes
improving corporate governance by optimizing governance structure and operation
mechanism, and prudently carry out reform
programmes to further enhance the processbased banking establishment.

Chen Lang
Chairman
China Resources Enterprise, Ltd
Chen Lang was appointed chairman of the
board of China Resources in August 2012.
He was previously chief executive officer
(formerly named as managing director) of
the company from January 2009 to August
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2012. Mr. Chen says the group will continue
to seek and evaluate suitable opportunities
to forge cooperative relationships with other
market players to create synergies with its
businesses.
Looking ahead, he says China Resources
will continue to focus on steady expansion of
its businesses and on strengthening its core
competitiveness. This comes as he expresses
optimism about China’s retail market as
the central government’s new urbanization
strategies promulgated at the 18th National
Congress is expected to fuel domestic demand for consumer products, which will in
turn benefit the group’s future growth.

Wang Xiaochu
Chairman and CEO
China Telecom Corporation
China Telecom has been widely acknowledged as one of the best managed companies in Asia, thanks to the leadership of
chairman and CEO Wang Xiaochu. In the
first quarter of 2013, the company posted
solid results underpinned by higher sales of
telecom products. For the remainder of the
year, earnings growth is projected to accelerate on the back of improving profitability
as the company’s subsidy-to-revenue ratio
continues to decline.
China Telecom will leverage the
unswerving promotion of the strategy of
“Three New Roles – a leader of intelligent
pipeline, a provider of integrated platforms,
and a participant in content and application
development” to establish the unique and
sustainable competitive strengths to create
more value for shareholders.

Wang Shi

Li Fanrong

Wang Shi
Chairman
China Vanke
Wang Shi is steering China’s largest
property developer by market value into
greater heights. Last March, the company
debuted in the international bond market
as it priced an US$800 million issue that
generated a healthy demand from investors
of US$7 billion.
China Vanke is focusing on mass
market, thus allowing it to benefit from
strong demand for housing stemming from
China’s continuous urbanization. This is
in line with numerous government policies
that have been introduced to ensure sufficient supply of mass market housing. The
company has diversified multiple funding
channels, such as bank loans from domestic
banks, project joint ventures and access to
both onshore and offshore capital markets.

Li Fanrong
CEO
CNOOC Ltd
Li Fanrong helped execute CNOOC’s
biggest acquisition ever with the US$15.1
billion purchase of Nexen of Canada, thus
establishing an important platform for the
company’s overseas development. The
transaction would bring rich resources and
diversified asset portfolio for the long-term
development of the company.
Apart from the Nexen acquisition,
CNOOC made significant progress in all
aspects of its business under its “A New
Leap Forward” blueprint, in which it
implemented for the first time in 2012. Mr.

Jiang Jianqing

Ma Mingzhe

Li says CNOOC will remain committed
to enhancing the capability for sustainable
development while ensuring health, safety
and environmental-friendly operations and
endeavour to build a responsible international energy company.

Jiang Jianqing
Chairman
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China
The Industrial and Commercial Bank of
China (ICBC) achieved a net profit of
68.81 billion renminbi in the first quarter of 2013, representing an increase of
12.12% over the same period of last year.
Annualized return on average total assets
was 1.53%, while the annualized return on
weighted average equity was 23.71%, both
up from comparable period of 2012.
In April this year, ICBC made a major
move in Taiwan as it entered into a share
subscription agreement with SinoPac
Financial Holdings Company and Bank
SinoPac Company to acquire a 20% stake
in the Taiwanese group for about NT$18.7
billion. The final completion of the transaction shall be subject to the approvals
of both domestic and overseas regulatory
authorities.

Ma Mingzhe
Chairman and CEO
Ping An Insurance (Group) Company of China
Ping An Insurance (Group) Company of
China registered net profit attributable to
shareholders of the parent company of
7.39 billion renminbi in the first quarter
of 2013, representing a 21.9% increase
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from the comparable period last year. This
strong result come as the company maintained its operating philosophies of keeping operations stable, proactively exploring
new frontiers and pursuing innovation, as
well as promoting the integration of new
technology and traditional finance.
Ping An is confident about its prospects
as it believes the demand for personal
financial services will be effectively boosted
by China’s growing urbanization and the
launch of the Income Doubling Plan,
which offer the industry a tremendous
development opportunity.

HONG KONG
Thomas Tang
Executive Director and CFO
Esprit Holdings Ltd
Esprit continues to implement its transformation plan - the repositioning of the
brand back to its aspirational heritage, the
upgrading of its product value for money
and the enhancing of the shopping experience in its stores and point-of-sales are the
best possible ways to strengthen the value
proposition for its customers.
The management team will continue to
work on these key initiatives, with particular focus on product improvement as a
priority, and to make adaptations and fine
tuning wherever necessary in order to react
to the market conditions and to its business
development. During the first half of fiscal
year 2012-2013, Esprit launched the trend
division and the denim division, which

David Chua

Philip Chen

generated positive market feedback and are
expected to grow in the immediate future.

David Chua
President
Genting Hong Kong Ltd
David Chua has been serving as president
of Genting Hong Kong since his appointment in May 2007. In 2012, the company
recorded a turnover of US$520.4 million,
an increase of US$26.4 million from the
previous year. The increment was mainly
attributable to US$16.4 million rise in
gaming revenue and US$8.9 million increase in ticket and onboard revenue.
M.V. SuperStar Aquarius, which began its maiden Sanya route since November 2011, and higher net yield in Taiwan
and Malaysia regions contributed to the
increased ticket and onboard revenue.
Profit attributable to equity owners of the
company, including discontinued operations, amounted to US$198.4 million in
2012, up from US$182.2 million the year
before.

Philip Chen
CEO
Hang Lung Properties Ltd
Applying the guiding principle “We Do It
Right” through precise planning and skillful execution, Hang Lung Properties builds
its business on a serious undertaking and
continued to deliver solid growth for shareholders in spite of the ongoing volatility in
the global economy.
New developments are being successfully completed and the overall rents have
been rising. Rental margin has improved

Thomas Jefferson Wu

Bruce Rockowitz

and rental yield is coming through. The
management of Hang Lung believes that it
has one of the best corporate governance
in the industry. Few firms, it says, are as
transparent as they are not only in terms
of financial disclosures but also in strategy
and management thinking.

Thomas Jefferson Wu
Managing Director
Hopewell Holdings Ltd
Hopewell Holdings is spinning off its subsidiary Hopewell Hong Kong Properties
which will create a more defined business
focus and enhances access to capital markets and value for shareholders. “The spinoff of our property assets in Hong Kong
will enhance the value for shareholders
and expand our funding source, and thus
benefits our shareholders,” says managing
director Thomas Wu.
The company mainly operates two
properties in Hong Kong, the Hopewell
Centre in Wan Chai and the Kowloon Bay
International Trade & Exhibition Centre.
About 34% of the IPO proceeds will be
used for the development of Hopewell
Centre II, 16% for acquisition and development of Amalgamation Properties, 42%
to repay loans and the remaining 8% for
working capital and other general corporate purposes.

Bruce Rockowitz
CEO
Li & Fung Ltd
2012 was a challenging year for Li & Fung
following the restructuring of its US business and the reduction in the number of
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brands distributed in the US. While profit
attributable to shareholders decreased
9.4% to US$617 million, the turnover rose
1% to US$20.22 billion, reflecting the ongoing strength of its core trading business.
Li & Fung CEO Bruce Rockowitz says
that despite a difficult market condition,
the company is encouraged by the number
of new customers attracted to Li & Fung
for the scale and depth of its operations.
The company, he says, believes the trend
for outsourcing will continue as more and
more retailers and fashion brands appreciate the competitive advantages offered by
one-stop- shop supply chain solutions.

Lawrence Ho
Chairman and CEO
Melco International Development Co Ltd
Group chairman and CEO Lawrence
Ho presided over an exceptional year for
Melco International in 2012 as the group
posted remarkable financial performance
with solid revenue growth and a significant surge in net profit. Profit attributable
to owners of the company amounted to
over HK$1.12 billion, compared with
HK$280.1 million in 2011.
A major project, Studio City in which
the company holds a majority stake,
remains on track to open around mid-2015
and additional funds have been secured on
favourable terms. Mr. Ho says the group is
constantly eyeing good opportunities as it
continues to expand its reach in Asia.

Adrian Cheng

Freddy C K Lee

Adrian Cheng
Executive Director and Joint General Manager
New World Development Company Ltd
New World Development Company is proposing a spin-off listing on the Hong Kong
stock exchange of its interests in Grand
Hyatt Hong Kong, Renaissance Harbour
View Hotel Hong Kong and Hyatt Regency Hong Kong in Tsim Sha Tsui. The
NW Hotel Investments will be structured
as a fixed single investment trust established to own and invest in internationally
branded hotels in Asia, with an initial focus
on Hong Kong.
Executive director and joint general manager Adrian Cheng describes the
spin-off as an important step in creating a
strategic hotel investment platform for the
group. It immediately unlocks value from
these three luxury hotels and allows investors direct exposure to its hotel assets, while
creating a new independent platform that
provides more defined focus and efficient
resource allocation in the group.

Freddy C K Lee
CEO
Shui On Land Ltd
With over 18 years of working experience in
construction management and a decadelong involvement in property development
in mainland China, Freddy C K Lee is a
guiding hand for Shui On Land. In 2012,
the company registered higher rental and
related income on the back of additional
contributions from the newly-completed
investment properties, including Shanghai
Shui On Plaza and Shanghai Langham
Xintiandi Hotel.

Philip Wong

Patrick Chan

Shui On Land is aiming for 11 billion
renminbi in terms of sales target this year,
of which residential properties should account for 9 billion renminbi and en-bloc
sales of commercial properties for the
remaining 2 billion renminbi.

Philip Wong
Managing Director and CEO
Socam Development Limited
Socam Development reported profit attributable to shareholders of HK$848 million
in 2012, with total turnover of HK$7.93
billion. As at the end of 2012, the company
owned a diversified portfolio in China
with a total developable gross floor area of
approximately 2.73 million square metres
and an attributable GFA of approximately
2.16 million square metres, spanning
Beijing, Chengdu, Chongqing, Guangzhou,
Guizhou, Shanghai, Shenyang and Tianjin.
In line with the overall strategy of the
group to create maximum value for its
shareholders, the company will, subject to
appropriate market conditions, carry out
more active steps to bring about monetization of potentially a significant portion of
its property assets.

Patrick Chan
Executive Director and CFO
Sun Hung Kai Properties Ltd
Sun Hung Kai Properties reported group’s
underlying profit attributable to the
company’s shareholders for the six months
ended December 31 2012, excluding the
effect of fair-value changes on investment
properties, of HK$11.55 billion, compared
to over HK$11.77 billion for the same
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period in the previous year. The group was
active in land acquisitions and added four
new sites to its Hong Kong development
land bank in 2012.
The group’s other businesses, such as
hotel, telecoms and information technology, infrastructure and transport, continued
to do well. It has also sustained its robust
financial position with low gearing and
abundant liquidity. Interest coverage likewise continued to stay at a respectable level.

George Hongchoy
CEO
The Link REIT
The Link REIT has produced another
set of record results for the year to March
2013, extending its track record of healthy
growth in total return to its unit holders. It
recorded a 10.3% increase in net property
income to nearly HK$4.62 billion, while
revenue was up 9.7% to HK$6.5 billion.
Valuation of the investment properties portfolio continued to improve and increased by
24.4% from a year ago to HK$95.37 billion
During the year, The Link REIT has
taken an active capital management approach to increase its liquidity and extend
its debt maturity to fund future growth.
It currently owns 182 retail and car park
properties and it will continue to seek
acquisition opportunities.

Stephen Yip
Deputy Chairman
Yip’s Chemical Holdings Ltd
Following a fruitful year in 2012 with
remarkable business results, Yip’s Chemical continues to intensify optimization

Stephen Yip

Chanda Kochhar

measures, launch new products and new
production facilities in order to enhance its
core competitiveness. The group boosted
growth in sales and strived to improve operational efficiency despite a weak economic
environment last year. Turnover rose 7% to
a record high of HK$8.89 billion, while net
profit attributable to owners surged 37% to
HK$276 million.
Looking ahead, Yip’s Chemical will
continue to enlarge market share through
expanding production capacity and achieve
vertical integration in the long term
through actively expanding operations into
upstream products. The group’s overall
business is expected to benefit from the
accelerating urbanization in rural areas in
China and escalated domestic demand.

INDIA
Chanda Kochhar
CEO and Managing Director
ICICI Bank
Chanda Kochhar continues to build an
illustrious résumé in taking a prominent
role in shaping India’s thriving retail banking sector and for her leadership of ICICI
Bank as its CEO and Managing Director.
Under her watch, ICICI has maintained a
solid foothold as India’s largest bank in the
private sector. Over the years, she took on
the challenge of building the nascent retail
business, with strong focus on technology, innovation, process reengineering
and expansion of distribution and scale,
resulting in the Bank attaining a leadership
position in these businesses. Through her

Natarajan
Chandrasekaran

S.D. Shibulal

solid direction of the company, ICICI Bank
focused on operational efficiency with equal
emphasis on controlling costs and generating higher revenues, further strengthening
its platform for profitable growth in the
years ahead.
Natarajan Chandrasekaran
CEO and Managing Director
Tata Consultancy Services
Since Natarajan Chandrasekran
Chandrasekarantook
tookon
on
the reins as CEO and Managing Director
of Tata Consultancy Services, the company
has pioneered the creation of its unique
Global Network Delivery Model that
spread across five continents and ventured
into new frontiers such as China, Europe,
and Latin America. Furthermore, TCS
launched a lucrative wave of new business
lines including business process outsourcing, infrastructure and assurance services.
Under his mentorship and guidance, Chandrasekan
drasekaran
has
has
also
also
driven
driven
thethe
firm’s
firm’s
domain
domain
diversification drive which has seen the
company enter the Media and Information
Services business. His vision has enabled
TCS to blossom as a leading global IT solutions and consulting firm with consolidated
revenues of US$11.6 billion for the fiscal
year ended March 31, 2013.

S.D. Shibulal
CEO and Managing Director
Infosys
Shortly after taking over as CEO and Managing Director of Infosys in August 2011,
S.D. Shibulal set the tone for his tenure
with the implementation of Infosys 3.0, the
corporate strategy designed to propel the
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company into its next phase of evolution.
True to form, Shibulal has meticulously
aligned the company’s strategy to focus on
strengthening strategic partnerships with
clients, enhancing client relevance and
evolving the company’s business model
geared towards achieving Infosys’ vision
of establishing itself as the next generation
global consulting and IT services corporation. The firm has shown it is well on its
way, posting 22.7% year-on-year consolidated revenue growth during the fiscal year
2013.
Azim Premji
Chairman
Wipro
During Azim Premji’s renowned stint at the
helm of Wipro Limited, he transformed
what was then a US$2 million hydrogenated cooking fat company into the US$7.3
billion IT, BPO and research and development organisation with a global footprint in
54 countries that it currently stands today.
Premji continues to espouse the values instilled in “Wipro Way” that has significantly
improved the company’s time-to-market
performance, enhancing its reliability and
helping cut costs, resulting in outstanding
revenues of 375 billion Rupees, and yearon-year growth of 21%. Focusing on more
than just business operations, Premji also
established the Azim Premji Foundation in
2001, a non-profit organisation committed
to improving quality and equity in school
education in India, with the aim of building
a better society.

Riswinandi

Haryanto Adikoesoemo

INDONESIA
Riswinandi
Deputy President Director
Bank Mandiri
Since assuming the mantle as Bank Mandiri’s
Deputy President Director since May 2010,
Riswinandi has excelled in helping guide the
bank as one of the premier financial institutions in the country. Riswinandi has played an
integral role that led to Bank Mandiri recording an increase of almost 30 percent in net income to Rp15.5 trillion in 2012 from Rp12.2
trillion over the previous year. In addition, the
bank’s net interest income enjoyed a healthy
rise to Rp 27.5 trillion from Rp 21.8 trillion in
2011. With Riswinandi firmly entrenched in
a prominent Director’s role, Bank Mandiri is
headed in the right direction towards attaining
its target of being the most admired and progressive financial institution, as well as being
among the Top 3 banks in the ASEAN region
in terms of market capitalisation by 2020.

Haryanto Adikoesoemo
President Director
PT AKR Corporindo
For over two decades, Haryanto Adikoesoemo
has wielded a steady hand in guiding the success of PT AKR Corporindo as its President
Director since 1992. During this stint, Adikoesoemo has been nothing short of instrumental
in catapulting PT AKR Corporindo into the
largest bulk chemicals distribution company, as
well as the largest importer and distributor of
petroleum, coal producer, and operating the
leading bulk logistics and supply chain with 18
ports in Indonesia and 3 in China. Looking
ahead, he is optimistic that the company’s

Prijono Sugiarto

Jahja Setiaatmadja

operations in the future will continue to be
bright, and remains steadfast in his commitment to strengthening its logistics infrastructure network and further integrating it with
the company’s core competencies in trading
and distribution to support the sustainable
growth of the business.

Karen Agustiawan

and taken a more proactive role in developing Indonesia’s domestic mortgage market,
resulting in a 19% share of the market last
year. Driven by healthy loan growth and solid
current and savings account funding, BCA’s
net profit posted a sterling increase of 8.3%
in 2012, while its liquidity and capital ratios
remained healthy.

Prijono Sugiarto
President Director
PT Astra International
PT Astra International today stands tall as
one of the largest national companies with a
sprawling portfolio of businesses ranging from
automative and financial services to agribusiness and logistics. Significant credit to this can
be attributed to its President Director Prijono
Sugiarto who has exemplified remarkable
leadership in the firm’s financial and operational success since his appointment to the
post in 2010. Highlighted in the firm’s annual
report, Sugiarto points out that Astra’s management will continue to exercise vigilance in
responding to challenges in the coming year,
as well as upholding the company’s characteristic principles of efficiency and simplicity
that it has traditionally embraced to power its
admirable growth ahead.

Jahja Setiaatmadja
President Director
Bank Central Asia
Jahja Setiaatmadja commenced his outstanding stewardship of Bank Central Asia as its
President Director in 2011, and has made a
considerable impact in a short time in helping
BCA post another year of solid growth in
lending and in third party funding in 2012.
Furthermore, under Setiaatmadja’s tenure,
BCA has thrived as a leading transaction bank
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Karen Agustiawan
CEO and President Director
PT Pertamina
With her dual roles as CEO and President
Director of Indonesian state-owned energy
corporation PT Pertamina since 2009, Karen
Agustiawan has overseen the development of
alternative energy sources such as coal bed
methane extraction and the establishment of
a liquefied natural gas distribution system with
state-owned electricity company PLN. Over
the years, she has left an indelible mark on
the company’s transformation programme,
streamlining its operations to make it more efficient, championing the resiliency of national
energy and promoting the sustainable increase
in the quality of service to the community.
As a result, PT Pertamina’s unprecedented
performance in 2012 of a record net profit of
US$2.76 billion showed it was in the good and
capable hands of Agustiawan.

JAPAN
Carlos Ghosn
President and CEO
Nissan Group
Carlos Ghosn’s decorated career is highlighted with his keen business acumen in
orchestrating one of the most remarkable

Carlos Ghosn

Michitaka Sawada

turnarounds in corporate history, elevating
the Nissan Group into a global powerhouse
automaker generating 9.63 trillion yen
in net revenue. Ghosn continues to cement his legacy by launching the Nissan
Power 88, a mid-term business roadmap
that enabled Nissan to make solid progress
towards achieving the company’s ambitious
milestones. The future shines bright for
the company with its focus on sales power
as the driving force behind the expansion
of Nissan’s dealer network in high-growth
and emerging markets, utilising a proven
geomarketing strategy that optimises dealer
coverage, increases customer convenience
and enhances operational efficiency.

Michitaka Sawada
President and CEO
Kao Corporation
Freshly minted as Kao Corporation’s
President and CEO in June 2012, Michitaka
Sawada has been a veteran of the organisation since joining Kao three decades ago.
In climbing the corporate ladder, Sawada’s
significant achievements in leading R&D
teams in diverse fields and his wide-ranging
insights on global growth contributed to his
ascension to the top position at Kao. In this
post, Sawada steadily guided Kao amidst
challenging Japanese market conditions in
2012, launching and nurturing products
with high-value added features in response
to changes in consumer needs based on the
firm’s concept of Yoki-Monozukuri and promoted cost reduction activities. As a result,
Kao was able to finish the fiscal year 2012
with commendable results including net income rising 20.5 per cent to 62.4 billion yen.

Kazuo Hirai

Yong-Ro Yoon

Kazuo Hirai
President and CEO
Sony Corporation
Leading multinational conglomerate Sony
Corporations into a new era is Kazuo Hirai,
who assumed the dual roles of President
and CEO of the organisation in April 2012.
Outlined in the company’s Annual Report,
Hirai laid out the foundation with which it
will build its future successes upon: “One
Sony”, an integrated new management
approach designed to accelerate decision
making across the entire Sony Group. Hirai
has spearheaded this new strategy that he
believes marks the beginning of a transformation aimed at driving growth and creating
new value. In doing so, Hirai is a true
advocate of Sony’s spirit of innovation that
has enabled the firm create new technologies and experiences throughout its history,
which has helped create an exciting future
for people across the world.

KOREA
Yong-Ro Yoon
President
Korea Exchange Bank
Korea Exchange Bank (KEB) secured a rating
upgrade in long-term debt and deposit from
Moody’s Investors Service in April this year
following a joint announcement in March by
Hana Financial Group and KEB that a shareswap deal - through which Hana Financial will
raise its stake in KEB to 100% from 60% - has
proceeded successfully.
These new rating levels reflect those of
Hana Bank, as KEB’s operations will become
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more integrated - starting with IT and risk
management - with those of Hana Bank,
which is financially stronger
In May this year, KEB became the first
South Korean lender to have a presence in
Turkey, serving Korean companies considering
doing business in Turkey.

Yoon-Dai Euh
Chairman and CEO
KB Financial Group
KB Financial Group chairman and CEO
Yoon-Dai Euh reiterates the group’s mission to
solidify its position as Korea’s premier financial
group and become a global financial brand.
To accomplish this mission, he says KB Financial will focus on meeting the ever-changing
customer needs pursuing back-to-basics
management.
In particular, it will continue its four core
management strategies: maximizing management efficiencies, building a sustainable
growth base through business diversification,
identifying new income sources and growth
engines, and reinforcing the group’s global
competitiveness.
For the first quarter of 2013, the group’s
profit was lower at 411.5 billion won due
to the narrowing interest income from the
non-interest margin contraction as well as the
one-off non-interest income losses, including
impairment loss on securities.

Oh Hyun Kwon
Samsung Electronics
CEO
Samsung Electronics has posted a record
quarterly profit, boosted mainly by growing sales of its smartphones. It made a net

Oh Hyun Kwon

Tony Fernandes

profit of 7.15 trillion won in the first three
months of 2013, up from 5.05 trillion won
a year ago, which analysts attribute to a
much broader range of models than its
rival Apple, which sells only the iPhone.
Samsung has enjoyed great success
with its smartphone division. The Galaxy S
and Note series have fuelled the company’s
record-breaking earnings growth. Samsung capitalized on its 30-plus smartphone
models that cover nearly all price points
to boost shipments to a record in the first
quarter.

MALAYSIA
Tony Fernandes
CEO
AirAsia
AirAsia CEO Tony Fernandes is planning
to list AirAsia’s long haul subsidiary AirAsia X in an exercise that could raise up to
US$300 million. The funds are expected to
be used for a mixture of activities including capital expenditure and repayment
of loans. The IPO will be targeting the
retail investors “to give back something
to the thousands of people who flew and
supported AirAsia”. AirAsia X flies to cities
in Australia, Japan and China from Kuala
Lumpur.
Mr. Fernandes says AirAsia also aims
to raise US$200 million in an initial public
offering of its Indonesian unit, which will
be listed in the fourth quarter of 2013.

Dato Robin Tan Yeong
Ching

Dato Sri Nazir Razak

Dato Robin Tan Yeong Ching
Chairman and CEO
Berjaya Group
Berjaya announced a leadership change in
February 2012 when founder Tan Sri Vincent
Tan Chee Yioun retired from his active role
as the company chairman and was succeeded
by his eldest son Dato Robin Tan Yeong Ching who was appointed chairman and CEO.
Amid such succession, the group continued to
expand and look for investment opportunities
at home and abroad.
In the Philippines, the company has
announced plans to expand its hotel business
and build a factory for Mazda car production.
It owns the Berjaya Hotel in the central business district of Makati and took over the local
distribution of Mazda cars in January 2013.
In October 2012, it acquired a majority stake
in Algatech International to invest in green
technology and bio-technology projects.

Dato Sri Nazir Razak
CEO
CIMB
Dato Sri Nazir Razak continued to spearhead CIMB Group investment banking’s
expansion in the first quarter of 2013 as the
group started operations in South Korea and
India. Taiwan is on schedule to commence
in the second quarter and the group is also
still in negotiations for the acquisition of
Bank of Commerce in the Philippines and in
the process of establishing bank branches in
Laos, Shanghai and Hong Kong.
CIMB has successfully completed the
sale of CIMB Aviva and taken up some
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restructuring charges to strengthen its capital
position and reduce running costs. With
the acquisition of the investment banking
operations of the Royal Bank of Scotland
in Asia-Pacific nearing full completion, the
bank is looking for more wholesale banking
opportunities going forward.

Tan Sri Lim Kok Thay
Chairman and Chief Executive
Genting
Genting, under chairman and chief executive Tan Sri Lim Kok Thay, undertook two
major corporate fund-raising exercises in
2012 to ensure ample funding for investment
opportunities. Genting Singapore successfully
raised S$2.3 billion through the issuance of
perpetual subordinated capital securities, while
its wholly-owned subsidiary, Genting Capital
Berhad, successfully raised 2 billion ringgit
through the issuance of medium-term notes.
The funds raised were timely and came in
useful when the company saw an opportunity
to acquire a large piece of property at an attractive price in Las Vegas in March 2013. The
proposed development, Resorts World Las Vegas, is expected to be the city’s first new mega
resort to open in many years. Genting says it
will remain on the look-out for viable investment opportunities in its core business areas.

Tan Sri Dato Sri Leong Hoy Kum
Group Managing Director and
Group Chief Executive
Mah Sing Group
Mah Sing Group achieved revenue and net
profit of 423.1 million ringgit and 69.5 million ringgit, respectively, for the first quarter

